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Chapter �

Introduction

The long sought goal of humans to understand the process of vision and to create an�

thropomorphic machines possessing visual capabilities has challenged philosophers and

scientists over the centuries �Barnes� 
��� Descartes� 
���� Wittgenstein� 
���� The

large number of scienti�c investigations conducted in various �elds indicate how complex

the problem of visual perception is� Scientists concerned with disciplines such as Op�

tics� Neurobiology� Ethology� Psychology� Mathematics and Engineering have addressed

di�erent aspects of this problem� While physicists and photogrammetrists �Horn� 
����

Wolf� 
��� were mainly concerned with the photometric and geometric issues of image

formation� psychologists� biologists and neuroscientists �Edelman� 
���� Gregory� 
����

Kanizsa� 
���� studied how biological organisms perform visual perception� and engi�

neers� mathematicians and computer scientists �Ballard and Brown� 
���� Aloimonos

and Shulman� 
���� Marr� 
���� investigated the development and computation of rep�

resentations of the visual environment such as shape� form and color� Since all biological

and robot systems exist in space� time and move in their environments� in order to cap�

ture all dimensions of objective reality� they must possess capabilities enabling them to

interpret visual motion� The computation and interpretation of motion on a projection

surface �retina or �lm� to derive a description of the D motion of an observer relative

to the environment is the topic this thesis is concerned with�

It is commonly recognized that Gibson �
���� was the �rst one to set forth the idea of

deriving D motion and shape of the scene from the measurements of feature displacement

on the retina� which he termed �optical �ow�� Since Gibson�s descriptive� but non�

mathematical work many technical studies have been devoted to mathematical modeling

of the process of D motion perception� Much more than any other problem in computer

vision� visual motion analysis has been the subject of scienti�c investigations� This

can be seen from the number of research papers� books� and conference sessions� which






have appeared increasingly since the early 
����s� One of the main reasons for this

concentrated e�ort lies in societal and governmental demands for automation� especially

for the construction of autonomous vehicles and smart weapon systems�

One can roughly divide the existing studies in two categories� application�oriented

research devoted to the development of special�purpose machines possessing capabilities

for interpreting motion in highly restricted environments� and theoretical work� mainly

following the approach of recovering D models of the scene in view� The work described

in this dissertation is of a theoretical nature� but it does not follow the approach of

general recovery �Marr� 
����� It is motivated by a new methodological framework for

studying computer vision and building visual systems� Based on the premise that visual

capabilities only make sense for systems �biological or arti�cial� that interact with their

environment and engage in some kind of motion� this framework suggests a new way

of approaching the study of visual systems� Before proceeding to explain the ideas

underlying this new approach that I call the synthetic approach and the contribution

of this work� it is necessary to critically examine the philosophical paradigm under which

most existing computer vision research has taken place�

�	� Classical computer vision

The desire to automate the processing of visual information can be traced back to the

advent of computers� The beginning was made by computational studies which were

concerned with processing imagery appearing in remote sensing and medicine and some

industrial inspection tasks which were solved by visual means� As the new scienti�c �eld

of computer vision evolved over the years� its pioneers de�ned its scope and established

a �eld of independent study� According to books published in the �eld� computer vision

is de�ned as the construction of explicit� meaningful descriptions of the structure and

the properties of the three dimensional world from two dimensional images� It soon

became clear that processing two dimensional visual information� which appears so easy

to humans� is extremely di�cult to perform computationally� As a consequence most

e�ort in computer vision has been devoted to computational issues�

Computer vision is generally regarded as one of the main sub�elds of Arti�cial In�

telligence �AI�� As such it has been addressed using the general AI methodology� AI�

which has as its goal the study of intelligent behavior through the use of computational

models� was approached with very high aims� The desire was to �nd general concepts

for simulating intelligence� Thus the main emphasis in AI research has been on the �nd�

ing of general purpose methodologies and general purpose representations that preserve

�



as much information as possible� Such e�orts led to the rapid development of various

programs such as the General Problem Solver �GPS��Ernst and Newell� 
���� which was

intended to solve a large variety of problems� MACSYMA �Moses� 
����� a program to

solve numerous types of mathematical problems� and a geometry program �Gelernter�


����� which its creator claimed to perform better than himself�

A machine that possesses arti�cial intelligence must be able to interact with its en�

vironment� Through its sensors it has to gather information from its surrounding D

world� which might be in the form of natural language� images� taction� or other modal�

ities� This information is then processed to arrive at di�erent forms of representation

which are appropriate for again interacting with the environment in form of language or

actions performed by a robot� Their work on such complex tasks has led arti�cial intel�

ligence researchers to take the approach of breaking any problem into three autonomous

parts and studying them independently� The conversion of external data �sensor data�

actuator commands� decision making� etc�� into an internal representation and vice

versa has been separated from the phase of developing algorithms to perform computa�

tions on internal data� Most research has been devoted to processing the internal data�

and as a consequence di�erent sub�elds such as planning� machine learning� knowledge�

based data bases and many more have appeared� Therefore it is not surprising that

the �rst in�uential theory of computational vision �Marr �
����� mainly concentrated on

the computational and representational aspects� In this theory� vision is described as a

reconstruction process� that is a problem of creating representations of increasingly high

levels of abstraction leading from �D images through the primal sketch through the ���D

sketch to object centered descriptions ��from pixels to predicates�� �Pentland� 
�����

Other researchers prefer to divide the above mentioned processes of visual reconstruc�

tion� according to the level of abstraction of the employed descriptions� into low� middle�

and high level modules� The low level modules operate directly on the image and deliver

image descriptions in the form of features of the image� such as places of high frequency

values� edges� and lines �Marr�s primal sketch�� These descriptions are utilized by the

middle level modules in order to perform D recovery �Marr�s ��� D sketch�� Examples

of such modules include the computation of shape from texture� contour� shading� etc�

Finally� the high level modules use the results of recovery to reason about the world �e�g�

recognize objects��





�	� The state of the art

Although important results have been achieved at the level of computational theories and

algorithms dealing with internal representations� it has become clear that the progress

in developing computational theories has been hampered by fundamental di�culties� As

a result more and more complicated physical models have been employed using sophis�

ticated mathematics� Nevertheless� it has to be admitted that vision� and AI in general�

are far from their ultimate goal of building machines possessing capabilities of living or�

ganisms� Critics of the general AI philosophy argue that the study of intelligence cannot

be separated from the study of the system�s interaction with its environment� Applied to

machine vision� these ideas have led many researchers to advocate that computer vision

should no longer be considered as a scienti�c �eld of independent study� The scope of com�

puter vision should not be limited to the study of mappings of a given set of visual data

into representations on a more abstract level� It is argued that image understanding has

to be extended to include the process of selective acquisition of data in space and time� A

good theory for vision should create the interface between perception and other cognitive

abilities� such as reasoning� planning� learning� and manipulation� This has produced a

paradigm that has established itself under the term active vision �Aloimonos et al�� 
����

Bajcsy� 
����� sometimes also referred to as purposive �Aloimonos� 
����� animate �Bal�

lard� 
��
�� or behavioral vision�

The �rst advocates of this paradigm have elaborated the advantages of active vi�

sion from di�erent viewpoints by means of speci�c applications� In a theoretical paper

Aloimonos et al� �
���� showed for the �rst time the mathematical advantages an active

observer has over a passive one� They proved that for an observer which has the capability

to change visual parameters in a controlled way additional information can be supplied�

and certain classical problems that were originally considered ill�posed� ill�conditioned

and non�linear can be solved� In particular� they elaborate the technical advantages in

the computation of shape and structure from cues such as texture� shading� contour and

motion� This� however� was only the �rst contribution� It still was embedded within

the old policy of reconstructive vision that argues for transforming data by keeping as

much information as possible� Since most information� however� is never needed� such an

approach entails much wasted e�ort� The paradigm of active vision has matured� and by

now it has become clear that vision should be studied in connection with the behavior of

the organism� Thus� the approach of complete scene recovery has to be dropped� Find�

ing a general�purpose representation is not necessary for performing many visual tasks�

The classical problems that have been addressed have to be reconsidered as well� The

question� of course� still remains� What are these easier problems to be solved�

�



In order to illuminate the answers to this question we should consider the basic

motivations that led to the study of computer vision� The main reason for performing

vision research is the fact that we� humans� and many animals possess visual capabilities�

There is no doubt that most ideas in machine vision are inspired by the abilities of

biological organisms�

For most of their history arti�cial intelligence and cognitive modeling have focused

almost exclusively on human abilities and capacities� As a result there has been much

cross�fertilization between AI and psychology� therefore the study of the human visual

system has received a lot of attention� Psychological studies mainly concentrated on

the understanding of singularities in human perception� or visual illusions� as they are

commonly called� This e�ort� probably� arises from the intriguing fact that since vision

is so e�ortless for humans� the complexity of its underlying mechanisms has been largely

underestimated� Such fallacies led to the assumption that the brain is designed in a mod�

ular� principled fashion� and thus from the study of its malfunctions �illusions �Gregory�


���� information about its design can be deduced� However� recent results on visual

agnosia �a human condition exhibited by patients with partially damaged brains� �Farah�


���� indicate that the human brain is not designed in a clean modular fashion� but

consists of several processes working in a cooperative distributed manner� The �ndings

from studies of illusions actually support this point� since a multitude of computational

theories of di�erent natures have been proposed for explaining the plethora of human vi�

sual illusions� The realization of the tremendous complexity of human visual perception

has thus been the major insight gained from psychological studies�

Much simpler than the human visual system are the perceptual systems of lower an�

imals� like medusae� worms� crustaceans� insects� spiders and molluscs� Researchers in

neuroethology have been studying such systems and have by now gained a great deal of

understanding� Horridge �
���� 
��
�� working on insect vision� studied the evolution of

visual mechanisms and proposed hierarchical classi�cations of visual capabilities� He ar�

gued that the most basic capabilities found in animals are based on motion� Animals up

to the complexity of insects perceive objects entirely by relative motion� His viewpoint

concerning the evolution of vision is that objects are �rst separated by their motions�

and with the evolution of a memory for shapes� form vision progressively evolves� The

importance of these studies on lower animals becomes very clear when we take into ac�

count the commonly held view by leaders in this �eld� that the principles governing visual

motor control are basically the same in lower animals and humans� Horridge� in recent

work� argues for copying principles of animal visual mechanisms into arti�cial systems�

For example� systems that open doors and detect burglars� according to Horridge� should
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have the same level of complexity as the shell�closure re�ex of barnacles� Machine vision�

of course� does not have to copy animal vision� but the existence of biological organisms

gives us at least some reason to believe that it is possible for a system to work in the

same or a similar way�

�	� A synthetic 
evolutionary� approach

The main reason why the approach to vision suggested by Marr has not led to the

development of successful arti�cial systems is that vision was studied in a vacuum� i�e�

its utilization was completely ignored� However� in no system is vision purposeless� thus

it needs to be studied in conjunction with the task the system is involved in� From

this viewpoint� understanding vision means understanding a system possessing visual

capabilities�

In general� if our goal is to study �or more precisely formulated� analyze in order to

design� a system� we are advised by engineering considerations to follow some common

principles in system design and address a set of basic questions� What is the functionality

of the system� What are the autonomous subsystems �modules� the system is divided

into� What are the relationships of the modules to each other� What are the repre�

sentations of information within the subsystems� and how do the modules communicate

with each other� Finally� we have to ask� What is the most e�cient and e�ective way to

design the individual modules�

Having these questions in mind� I propose a new approach for studying vision and

developing arti�cial vision systems� This approach takes it for granted that the observer

�the system� possesses an active visual apparatus� Since� furthermore� it is inspired

by evolutionary� neuroethological considerations� I call it the synthetic �evolutionary�

approach �Ferm	uller� 
��c�� This approach constitutes a philosophy of how to system�

atically study visual systems which live in environments as complex and multifarious as

those of human beings� It is basically substantiated by two principles� The �rst principle

is related to the overall structure of the system and how it is modularized� what are

the problems to be solved and in which order they ought to be addressed� The second

principle is concerned with the way the individual modules should be realized�

As a basis for its computations a system has to utilize mathematical models� which

serve as abstractions of the representations employed� The �rst principle of the synthetic

approach states that the study of visual systems should be performed in a hierarchical

order according to the complexity of the mathematical models involved� Naturally� the
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computations and models are related to the class of tasks the system is supposed to

perform� A system possesses a set of capabilities which allow it to solve certain tasks�

The synthetic approach calls for �rst studying capabilities whose development relies on

only simple models and then going on to study capabilities requiring more complex mod�

els� Simple models do not refer to environment or situation�speci�c models which are

of use in only limited numbers of situations� On the contrary� each of the capabilities

requiring a speci�ed set of models can be used for solving a well�de�ned class of tasks

in every environment and situation the system is exposed to� In other words� the as�

sumptions used have to be general with regard to the environment� The motivation for

this approach is to increasingly gain insight into the process of vision� which is of such

high complexity� Therefore the capabilities which require more complex models should

be based on �simpler�� already developed capabilities� The complexity of a capability

is thus given by the complexity of its assumptions� what has been considered a simple

capability might require complex models� and vice versa� For example� as shown in this

thesis� the celebrated capability of egomotion estimation does not require� as has been

believed� complex models about the geometry of the scene in view or the time evolution

of the motion� but only a simple rigid motion model�

The second principle� motivated by the need for robustness� is the quest for algorithms

which are qualitative in nature� The synthetic approach does not have as its goal the

reconstruction of the scene in view� but the development of a class of capabilities that

recognize aspects of objective reality which are necessary to perform a set of tasks� The

function of every module in the system constitutes an act of recognizing speci�c situations

by means of primitives which are applicable in general environments� For example� a

system� in order to avoid obstacles� does not have to reconstruct the depth of the scene

in view� It merely has to recognize that the distance to a close�by object is decreasing

at a rate beyond some threshold given by the system�s reaction time� Recognition�

of course� is much easier than general reconstruction of the scene� simply because the

information necessary to perform a speci�c task can be represented in a space having

only a few degrees of freedom �Ferm	uller and Aloimonos� 
��a�� Moreover� in order to

speak of an algorithm as qualitative� the primitives to be computed do not have to rely on

explicit unstable� quantitative models� Qualitativeness can be achieved for a number of

reasons� The primitives might be expressible in qualitative terms� or their computation

might be derived from inexact measurements and pattern recognition techniques� or the

computational model itself might be proved stable and robust in all possible cases�

To elucidate the synthetic approach� the next section is devoted to a discussion of

how navigation has to be studied under this new philosophy�
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�	� Navigation

Navigation� in general� refers to the performance of sensory mediated movement� and

visual navigation is de�ned as the process of motion control based on an analysis of im�

ages� A system with navigational capabilities interacts adaptively with its environment�

The movement of the system is governed by sensory feedback which allows it to adapt to

variations in the environment and does not have to be limited to a small set of prede�ned

motions as is the case� for instance� with cam�activated machinery� By this de�nition

visual navigation comprises the problem of manipulation where a system controls its sin�

gle components relative to the environment and relative to each other� Visual navigation

encompasses a wide range of perceptual capabilities of di�erent complexity� Examples

include the capability of kinetic stabilization� which refers to the ability of a single com�

pact system to understand and control its own motion� independent motion detection�

obstacle avoidance� visual interception� prey catching or target pursuit� homing or dock�

ing� hand�eye�coordination� and many more� By means of a few capabilities� all of which

are only concerned with the movement of a single compact sensor� the synthetic approach

is explained here�

In the past research on navigation has mainly been based on the reconstruction

paradigm described by Marr� All navigational tasks have been considered as applica�

tions of the general structure from motion problem � The idea was to recover the relative

D�motion and the structure of the scene in view from a given sequence of images taken

by an observer in motion relative to its environment� Of course� if structure and motion

can be computed� then various subsets of the computed parameters provide su�cient

information to solve many practical navigational tasks� However� although a great deal

of e�ort has been spent on the subject� the problem of structure from motion still re�

mains unsolved for all practical purposes� The main reason for this is that the problem

is ill�posed� in the sense that its solution does not continuously depend on the input� An

extensive discussion of the di�culties involved in the structure from motion problem will

be presented in the next chapter�

As discussed before� visual capabilities should be developed in a chronological order

starting with the ones that employ the simplestmodels� In this thesis it will be shown that

the most simple navigational capability is the estimation of egomotion� The observer�s

sensory apparatus �eye�camera�� independent of the observer�s body motion� is compact

and rigid and thus moves rigidly with respect to a static environment� According to the

synthetic approach� the capability of egomotion must therefore be developed �rst� because

it only requires one model� that of rigid motion� Furthermore� it will be shown that
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egomotion estimation can be performed in a qualitative way by introducing new global

constraints which take the form of patterns in the image plane� The qualitativeness

of the approach is justi�ed for two reasons� First� the method does not require exact

quantitative measurements� since the employed patterns are determined by only the

signs of image velocity measurements� Second� since the constraints are de�ned globally

and thus data from all parts of the image plane is considered� the algorithm is stable�

Another capability of the same low complexity is the computation of an object�s

motion by using only local measurements and thus providing legitimacy to the rigid

motion model� It will be shown that a subset of the motion parameters� namely the

ones expressing the direction of an object�s translation� can be computed by an active

observer by using only well�de�ned image measurements� These two capabilities� the

estimation of egomotion and object motion� thus form the bottom of the hierarchy of

visual navigational tasks�

Next in the hierarchy follow the capabilities of independent motion detection and

obstacle avoidance� Although the detection of independent motion seems to be a very

primitive task� it can easily be shown by a counterexample that in the general case it

cannot be solved without any knowledge of the system�s own motion� Imagine a moving

system that takes an image showing two areas of di�erent rigid motion� From this image

alone� it is not decidable which area corresponds to the static environment and which

to an independently moving object� A motion model more complex than the rigid one

has to be employed� In order to perform obstacle avoidance it is necessary to have some

representation of space� This representation must capture in some form the change of

distance between the observer and the scene points which have the potential of lying in

the observer�s path� An observer that wants to avoid obstacles must be able to change

its motion in a controlled way and must therefore be able to determine its own motion

and set it to known values� As can be seen� the capability of egomotion estimation is

a prerequisite for developing general independent motion detection as well as obstacle

avoidance mechanisms�

Even higher in the hierarchy are the capabilities of target pursuit and homing �the

ability of a system to �nd a particular location in its environment�� Obviously� a system

that possesses these capabilities must be able to compute its egomotion and must be

able to avoid obstacles and detect independent motion� Furthermore� homing requires

knowledge of the space and models of the environment� whereas target pursuit relies

on models for representing the operational space and the motion of the target� These

examples should demonstrate the principles of the synthetic approach� which argues

for studying increasingly complex visual capabilities and developing robust �qualitative�
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modules in such a way that more complex capabilities require the existence of simpler

ones�

This study is devoted to the analysis and development of the capabilities which are

most basic for any navigational vision system� the estimation of egomotion and object

motion� Motivated by the ideas of the synthetic approach� this thesis in many respects

is fundamentally di�erent from most existing work on motion estimation�

The model that has mostly been employed in previous research to relate �D image

measurements to D motion and structure is that of rigid motion� Consequently� egomo�

tion recovery for an observer moving in a static world has been treated in the same way as

the estimation of an object�s D motion relative to an observer� The rigid motion model

is appropriate if only the observer is moving� but it holds only for a restricted subset of

moving objects mainly man�made ones� Indeed� all objects in the natural world move

non�rigidly� However� considering only a small patch in the image of a moving object� a

rigid motion approximation is legitimate� For the case of egomotion� data from all parts

of the image plane can be used� whereas for object motion only local information can be

employed �Ferm	uller and Aloimonos� 
��b�� Hence� conceptually di�erent techniques for

explaining the mechanisms underlying the perceptual processes of egomotion estimation

and D object motion estimation are developed here�

Usually the problem of motion estimation has been considered as a numerical analysis

problem� where sophisticated techniques �such as singular value decomposition� simulated

annealing� Kalman �ltering� maximum likelihood estimation� etc�� have been employed

in order to estimate D motion from the geometric and photometric constraints which

relate local image motion to the D world� In this study a di�erent approach is taken�

Unlike most other techniques� the methods developed here do not require as input exact

image motion measurements� whose computation is an underconstrained problem� They

only utilize well de�ned measurements� the spatio�temporal derivatives of the image

intensity function� As a matter of fact� for deriving the parameters de�ning a moving

observer�s motion only the signs of the spatiotemporal derivatives are employed� The

approach is based on an analysis of the properties of the motion �eld �Ferm	uller� 
��d�

Ferm	uller� 
��b�� Based on the rigidity assumption� new constraints are discovered

which de�ne global patterns in the image plane� These constraints are exploited to solve

the problem of egomotion estimation in a qualitative way�

The synthetic approach advocates studying visual problems in the form of modules

which are directly related to the visual tasks of active observers� If an object is rotating

around itself and also translating in some direction� we are usually just interested in its
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translation� For an active observer the problem of computing the direction of translation

from well de�ned input is solved� The main advantage of the method is due to the

employment of an active observer�s abilities to �xate on an object and to track it over a

sequence of images� which are shown to be advantageous in simplifying the computations�

�	� Comparison of the synthetic approach with other proposals

After the realization that general vision is a chimera� in the sense that there is sim�

ply too much information in the visual signal for a system to build a task�independent

description of it� the traditional views about the architecture of vision systems start

to fade away� It becomes clear that a modular architecture built in a principled fash�

ion� successively implementing low� middle� and high level routines� was too general and

thus of little practical relevance� Repeatedly unsuccessful attempts to construct working

systems conforming to such an architecture �Waxman et al�� 
���a� and the appear�

ance of successful systems based on a purposive design �Dickmanns and Graefe� 
���b�

Dickmanns and Graefe� 
���a� have strengthened the e�orts devoted to the quest for new

architectures implementing the marriage of perception and action� The most notable out�

comes up to now are the subsumption architecture �Brooks� 
���� and the labyrinthic

approach �Sloman� 
���� Aloimonos� 
�����

The approach of Brooks proposes to address the study of intelligent behavior through

the construction of working mechanisms� Abilities of progressively increasing sophistica�

tion displayed by living organisms should be duplicated in arti�cial systems� Contrary

to the conventional viewpoint that treats implementation as a tool for checking the prac�

ticality of a theoretical concept� Brooks views the construction of robots not as a goal�

but as a means to achieve a goal� In proposing the subsumption architecture� he sug�

gests a hierarchy of competences for autonomous robots� Listed in increasing order of

competence� such capabilities include� avoiding contact with objects� wandering around

without hitting things� exploring the world by �seeing places� and moving towards them�

building a map of the environment and planning paths between di�erent places� reasoning

about the world in terms of identi�able objects and performing tasks related to certain

objects� etc� To summarize the subsumption architecture� a controller that achieves some

level of competence consists of a set of specialized modules running asynchronously� each

of them performing a particular task� The system is structured as a hierarchy of layers

of controllers� Each layer has direct access to the data processed by the layers below�

and any layer can take over any lower layer when needed�

The approach has had some in�uence on studies devoted to reactive planning� Never�







theless� it su�ers from several drawbacks� First� it is strongly constrained by the hierarchy

of competences one tries to simulate� Although one could not argue against the compe�

tence of �reasoning about the world in terms of identi�able objects and performing tasks

related to certain objects� after all� this competence amounts to having solved a large

part of the vision problem it is doubtful that Brooks� list of basic competences makes

sense from a perceptual and scienti�c point of view� As a matter of fact� this approach

does not even allow one to classify navigational tasks hierarchically without taking into

account the system�s physiology and purpose� Systems with di�erent mobility charac�

teristics� di�erent amounts of computational capacity� and di�erent purposes and goals�

possess di�erent navigational capabilities� Brooks� approach su�ers from the same curse

of generality that weakened Marr�s modular architecture� The subsumption architecture

might be viewed as an e�ort to emulate evolution� However� design is� by de�nition� the

exact opposite of natural evolution� In order for the subsumption architecture to have

a solid scienti�c and engineering basis� it must provide a systematic way of creating a

hierarchy of competences by taking into account the system�s purpose and physiology�

Another criticism of the subsumption architecture was brought forward by Aloimonos

�
����� He claimed that one of the main disadvantages of this architecture is that it does

not allow direct communication between any two or more levels� Furthermore� he dis�

missed the architecture as incomplete� because there does not exist a single complete

ordering of visual systems� A simple system �organism� could have capabilities that a

more sophisticated system lacks� Aloimonos then proposed the concept of the labyrinthic

architecture� and described some aspects of it by means of an example �the Medusa ma�

chine�� The idea behind this approach is that knowledge representation is the most

important issue regarding the design of visual systems� an issue which Brooks totally left

out� as he took the world itself to be the repository of knowledge� A system perceiving

and acting on its environment should� according to Aloimonos� be viewed as a collec�

tion of behaviors which involve various cognitive processes vision� planning� reasoning�

memory� etc� The representation of knowledge within the behaviors could be achieved

using Bayes nets� discrete event dynamic systems� I�O automata� or other formalisms

used for modeling distributed processing systems� The name �labyrinthic� stresses the

lack of principled design and the dependence of a system�s architecture on its physiology

and purpose� The concepts behind the labyrinthic architecture are based on the ideas of

embodiment of categories �Lako�� 
�����

Whereas the subsumption and labyrinthic architectures have the grand vision of ex�

plaining the big picture and setting the foundations for the design of intelligent sys�

tems� the synthetic approach described above has a much more modest goal� While it
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draws ideas from both approaches� it recognizes that intelligence is an amalgam of many

information�processing and information�representation abilities� The synthetic approach

considers the goal of representing a global view of how an intelligent system functions� as

premature from a technical standpoint� Even if we knew the global structures of intelli�

gent vision systems� we would not be able to design them before developing their basic

visual capabilities� The statement that navigational competences form a hierarchy is not

very useful� if we do not provide a systematic way of developing these competences� The

synthetic approach acknowledges the fact that perception is embodied �Lako�� 
����� but

this realization becomes helpful only when we �nd out exactly how it is embodied�

The most basic visual capabilities found in insects� arthropods� �sh� birds� and pri�

mates are the ones based on motion� Many research studies on this topic have allowed

the developments in this thesis� a set of robust algorithms for the analysis of visual mo�

tion� These algorithms can be shared� appropriately modi�ed� by the whole spectrum

of vision systems� Therefore� they constitute building blocks that can be used in later

developments� As we then move up in the hierarchy which is de�ned by the components�

model complexity� we will eventually �nd the best way to put the components together

in order to create the anthropomorphic automata of the future�

�	� Organization of the thesis

Chapter � presents a literature survey of existing motion analysis algorithms� In Chap�

ter  a short description of the contribution of this thesis is given� the input is described�

and the choice of the coordinate system used in the modeling of di�erent capabilities is

discussed� Chapter � is devoted to the computation of object motion for an active ob�

server� Chapter � is concerned with the estimation of egomotion� First� new constraints

relating �D image measurements to D motion parameters are introduced� Then� these

constraints are utilized to develop parameter estimation techniques for the most general

case �a passive observer moving with three translational and three rotational degrees of

freedom�� In Chapter � it is shown that if the observer is active and supplies additional

information the general results can be exploited to solve various navigational tasks with

only a small computational e�ort� Chapter � concludes the thesis with a summary of its

contributions�






Chapter �

Visual Motion Analysis

�	� Historical overview

The signi�cance of motion perception in estimating depth relations in a scene has long

been recognized �Helmholtz� 
����� Numerous psychological studies have been devoted

to understanding the power of the human visual system in interpreting the structure

and motion of the D�scene� Experiments have been performed that demonstrate that

humans are able to interpret images of moving scenes correctly even when the objects are

unfamiliar and when the static view of the objects does not contain information about

structure at all �Johansson� 
��� Ullman� 
����� a phenomenon that is referred to as the

�kinetic depth e�ect� �Wallach and O�Connell� 
����

The basic concept of using image displacements as a principal source of informa�

tion about scene structure and image motion is generally credited to Gibson �
�����

Researchers then started to provide a mathematical framework for many of Gibson�s

ideas �Koenderink and van Doorn� 
���� Koenderink and van Doorn� 
���� Prazdny�


����� Nowadays most studies in computer vision devoted to visual motion analysis are

dominated by the computational approach of Marr �
����� The goal is to recover from

dynamic imagery the D motion parameters and the structure of the objects in view�

The suggested strategy attempts to solve the problem in two steps �Ullman� 
����� First�

accurate image displacements between consecutive frames have to be computed� either in

the form of correspondences of features or as dense motion �elds �optical �ow �elds�� In

the case where the motion between image frames is relatively �large�� image features are

isolated and tracked through a sequence of frames� This is the so�called correspondence

problem� Otherwise� in the case of �small� motion� the dynamic imagery is regarded

as a three�dimensional function of two spatial and one temporal variables� and from the
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spatio�temporal derivatives and some additional information derived by making assump�

tions about this function� the velocity in the image plane� or optical �ow� is computed�

In a second step� the D motion and the structure of the scene are computed from the

equations relating the �D image velocity to the D parameters� This step is called the

�structure from motion� problem�

Ullman� who �rst applied this strategy in a computational approach� describes many

psychophysical experiments to support the viewpoint of two independent processes being

involved� He argues that in human motion perception the correspondence of features

is established completely independently of the D scene interpretation and even inde�

pendently of the global forms of objects� outlines� it is only established between small

components �or features� of objects� This viewpoint is not universally accepted among

psychologists� Others set up experiments that defeated the two�step theory �Jenkin and

Kolers� 
����� Nevertheless� most of the motion research in computer vision has arisen

from this computational theory� and therefore the majority of existing studies are de�

voted either to the problem of correspondence or optical �ow or to the computation of

structure from motion�

The classical motion estimation problem is concerned with the inference of D infor�

mation from a sequence of images derived by a monocular observer� Although hybrid

techniques have also been developed� where motion information is combined with shape

information obtained from a stereo system� the discussion here is restricted to pure

monocular methods� In general� the reconstruction of the D motion and the structure

of scene in view cannot be unique� because in principle any arbitrary motion is possible�

Some motion model therefore has to be employed� Since many of the structures in the

visual world are rigid� rigidity or at least piecewise rigidity is usually assumed as a basis

for structure from motion computation�

The plethora of mathematical models and computational techniques that have been

employed in the past might be classi�ed in various ways� In the past� methods were

distinguished according to whether they used as input correspondence or optical �ow�

Other criteria in use are the choice of image projection model� the types of features which

are corresponded� whether the proposed solutions involve iterative numerical methods or

are in closed form� and whether a long sequence of images is used as input or correspon�

dences between only two or three images are established� Here� research on the motion

estimation problem is �rst described from a historical point of view�

Following the two�step approach� the two problems of computing correspondence or

optical �ow and the estimation of structure from motion have been studied in parallel�
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In the evolution of the study of the structure from motion problem three phases can

be distinguished� First� work dealt with the question of the existence of a solution� i�e�

can we extract any information from a sequence of images about the structure and D

motion of the scene that cannot be found from a single image� Several theoretical results

have appeared that deal with questions such as what can be recovered from a certain

number of feature points in a given number of frames ��Ullman� 
����� �Aloimonos and

Brown� 
����� under either orthographic or perspective projection� Then� the uniqueness

aspects of the problem were studied� Non�linear algorithms for the recovery of struc�

ture and motion from point or line correspondences and optic �ow appeared increasingly

in the literature� Algorithms dealing with correspondence were based on iterative ap�

proximation techniques� so that they lacked guaranteed convergence� Later� �linear�

algorithms were developed and closed form solutions introduced �Tsai and Huang� 
����

Spetsakis and Aloimonos� 
���� Adiv� 
���� that allowed proofs of uniqueness�

Although research along these lines has been accompanied by many experiments� none

of the existing techniques can be used as a basis for an integrated system� working robustly

in a general environment� Motion estimation� as it has been traditionally addressed�

involves steps that are mathematically ill�de�ned� i�e� the computation of optical �ow and

the correspondence of features are underconstrained� Therefore additional assumptions

have to be made� and the algorithms used in the computation of structure from motion

are very sensitive to noise� As a result� motion research has shifted its focus to the

robustness issue�

In order to overcome sensitivity� researchers started using redundant information�

Algorithms have been developed that employ long sequences of image frames as input

�multi�frame approaches�� These techniques� however� still require the correspondence

of features� Furthermore� in most studies many assumptions about the scene and the

continuity of the motion were employed�

Since the computation of optical �ow or correspondence is provably ill�posed� some

researchers started an e�ort to circumvent this computational step� The only image

representation that is well de�ned is the image motion component perpendicular to gray�

level edges� A small number of D motion estimation studies do not rely on exact image

motion measurements� but only consider the �ow measurements parallel to the image

gradient� These are� in the continuous case� the so�called direct methods which only

employ the spatio�temporal derivatives� and in the discrete case� the methods using lines

as the input features�
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�	� Computation of exact image measurements

The relative motion between the D scene and the observer �camera� gives rise to appar�

ent motion in a sequence of images� The instantaneous D motion of any object point

results in a velocity vector being assigned to that point�s pixel in the image plane� The

computation of these exact image velocities is the �rst computational step employed in

most motion estimation techniques� To solve this problem� either features in di�erent

image frames are corresponded or� if the motion between di�erent frames is very small�

a dense vector �eld is computed�

�	�	� The correspondence problem

The problem of correspondence is to establish a match between parts of one image frame

and their counterparts in a subsequent frame that represent the same three�dimensional

object� Correspondence is usually addressed in two steps� First� primitives in the im�

age are chosen and a similarity measure between primitives in di�erent frames is de�ned�

Correspondence is then computed by minimizing some function over all possible matches�

Ullman� who was the �rst to study the correspondence problem for D motion interpre�

tation� argues that the elements to be corresponded should not be raw image pixels� but

image features �or tokens� like line fragments� bars� and blobs� He also suggests that the

matching of features should be local and matches between di�erent pairs of features have

to be independent� The independence assumption reduces the problem of minimizing the

mean of the similarity measures in the least squares sense to a linear problem� However�

independence is not a valid assumption in general� Most of the algorithms found in the

literature fall within the framework of token matching presented by Ullman� They only

di�er in the complexity and dimensionality of the monocular primitives� the similarity

measure chosen� and the way the minimization problem is solved�

The selected tokens are features that di�er from their surroundings� such as corners

�Nagel� 
��� or points of high interest �Moravec� 
���� evaluated by various operators�

Di�erent approaches have been developed to address the minimization problem� Some

approaches use the structure from motion problem to help solve the correspondence prob�

lem� By restricting the possible shape of the scene or the motions of the objects in view�

only certain combinations of correspondences are possible� Smoothness assumptions

about the motion in space and time are made �Cheng and Aggarwal� 
���� Weng et al��


���a�� these assumptions basically relate to a D translation parallel to the image plane�

Explicitly� the case of pure translation has been studied by Lawton �
��� and Sethi and
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Jain �
����� who exploit the fact that under translational motion points are all moving

radially away from one point� In order to make the minimization computationally feasi�

ble heuristics have been employed� For example� the assumption is made that features

move in a way similar to features in their neighborhoods� The matching process is then

solved locally by means of iterative relaxation algorithms ��Barnard and Thompson� 
����

Fang and Huang� 
���� Ranade and Rosenfeld� 
�����

The correspondence problem is ill�posed by its nature� One of the assumptions un�

derlying any correspondence technique is that features in the image plane correspond

to moving features in the scene� In the general case� however no operator can be con�

structed that solves this problem� Furthermore� any approach proposed for the solution

of the minimization of a functional relating features before and after the motion is based

on various assumptions about the structure of the scene in view or the motion involved�

These assumptions are incorporated into the form of the functional to be minimized� If

they do not hold� the minimization will produce erroneous results�

�	�	� Optical �ow

The relative motion of the observer with respect to the scene gives rise to motion of

the brightness patterns in the image plane� The instantaneous changes of the brightness

pattern in the image plane are analyzed to derive the optical �ow �eld� a two�dimensional

vector �eld re�ecting the image displacements�

The optical �ow value of each pixel is computed locally that is� only information

from a small spatio�temporal neighborhood is used to estimate it� In general� it is not

possible to compute an image point�s true velocity by observing only a small neighbor�

hood� Imagine that you are watching a feature �line� bar� piece of contour� through an

aperture that is small compared to the feature at two instants of time �see Fig� ��
��

Watching through this small aperture� it is impossible to determine where each point of

the feature has moved to� The only information directly available from local measure�

ments is the component of the velocity which is perpendicular to the feature� the �normal

�ow�� We cannot determine the component of the optical �ow parallel to the feature�

This ambiguity� which is referred to as the �aperture problem�� exists independently of

the technique employed for local estimation of �ow� In cases where the aperture is located

around an endpoint of a feature� the true velocity can be computed� because the exact

location of the endpoint at two instants of time is known� Thus� the aperture problem

exists in regions that have strongly oriented intensity gradients �e�g� edges�� and may

not exist at locations of higher�order intensity variations� such as corners�


�



(a) (b)

Figure ��
� �a�� Line feature observed through a small aperture at time t� �b�� At time

t ! �t the feature has moved to a new position� It is not possible to determine exactly

where each point has moved to� From local measurements only the �ow component

perpendicular to the line feature can be computed�

Therefore� any optical �ow procedure has to involve two computational mechanisms�

In the �rst step� assuming the conservation of some form of information about the image�

locally available velocity information is computed� According to the kind of information

that is assumed not to change� three di�erent kinds of approaches can be distinguished

�Singh� 
����� gradient based approaches� which assume that the image intensity does

not change� correlation based techniques� which are based on the assumption of conser�

vation of the local intensity distribution� and spatio�temporal energy�based approaches�

which are analogous to gradient�based approaches in spatio�temporal frequency space�

In a second step� in order to compute the other component of the optical �ow vectors�

additional assumptions have to be made� Either some kind of smoothness is assumed or

the shape of the scene is geometrically modeled to obtain constraints on the optical �ow

values�

The gradient�based approach introduced by Horn and Schunck �
��
� is based on the

assumption that for a given scene point the intensity E at the corresponding image point

remains constant over time� If scene point P projects onto image point �x� y� at time t

and onto image point �x! �x� y ! �y� at time �t! �t�� one can write

E�x� y� t� " E�x! �x� y ! �y� t! �t�� ���
�

If we develop the right hand side of equation ���
� in a �rst�order Taylor�s series

expansion and denote by u�x� y�� v�x� y� the velocity �dx
dt
� dy
dt
� of image point �x� y� �the
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components of the optical �ow vector�� we obtain the following equation that relates the

optical �ow to the partial derivatives Ex� Ey� Et of E�

Exu! Eyv ! Et " �� �����

From this constraint� which has been called the optical �ow constraint equation �Horn

and Schunck� 
��
�� the aperture problem can be easily derived� The linear equation

de�nes a line in velocity space ��u� v��space�� Thus only the vector component in the

direction of the gradient �Ex� Ey� can be computed� If we use the motion constraint

equation� everywhere in the image the normal �ow can be computed�

In order to derive a second constraint� Horn and Schunck suggested the assumptions

that the optical �ow varies smoothly in most parts of the image� As a measure of de�

parture from smoothness they used S� the sum of the squares of the �ow�s �rst order

derivatives� i�e� S " u�x ! u�y ! v�x ! v�y� If the optical �ow constraint equation is writ�

ten as L " Exu ! Eyv ! Et " �� then the following expression has to be minimized�

�
R R

L�dxdy !
R R

Sdxdy� which denotes the sum of the error in the image motion and

the departure from smoothness over all data points� � denotes a weighting function that

controls the relative importance of smoothness and consistency with the image data� The

above minimization problem can be solved using methods of the calculus of variations

by deriving the corresponding Euler�Lagrange equations� which turn out to be a pair

of elliptic second�order partial di�erential equations� The method works well for image

areas where the optical �ow is a smooth function� but near discontinuities� for example

at motion boundaries� the solution is much smoother than it should be�

Employing additional smoothness assumptions to recover an unknown function when

the available constraints are not su�cient is a general mathematical technique known

as regularization� Although it has been widely used before� Poggio et al� �
���� have

o�cially introduced it to computer vision as a tool for applications in low�level vision�

Various other regularization techniques� which use di�erent smoothness constraints� have

been developed to reconstruct optical �ow� Hildreth �
���� proposed requiring smooth�

ness only along image contours which are detected as zero�crossings of the Laplacian of

Gaussian �ltered image� With this technique� optical �ow is computed only near discon�

tinuities� The edge detector cannot di�erentiate between texture and motion boundary

discontinuities� therefore smoothing across non�motion boundaries is prevented� where

actually it should be propagated� Nagel �
���� and Nagel and Enkelmann �
���� intro�

duced a more general technique� requiring smoothness along the orientation of contours

by employing a weighting function in the smoothness term� Uras et al� �
���� require

that the gradient of the image brightness does not change over time �dI
dt
� I " ��� an
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assumption that is valid only at planar brightness patches in the image plane�

The main problem with all these smoothing techniques is the existence of motion

boundaries� This realization has led to various studies dealing explicitly with discontinu�

ities� which follow one of two general approaches� Discontinuous regularization techniques

�Shulman and Herv�e� 
���� Shulman� 
���� Aloimonos and Shulman� 
���� reconstruct

the optical �ow by smoothing as little as possible near discontinuities� Probabilistic ap�

proaches such as Markov random �eld techniques �Geman and Geman� 
���� localize the

discontinuities� or more exactly the places where the probability of having a discontinuity

is highest� in order to ignore these values and reconstruct the optical �ow at all other

locations�

A gradient�based technique di�erent from the one introduced in �Horn and Schunck�


��
� has been developed by Nagel �
��� and Enkelmann �
����� These techniques also

fall within the framework of regularization approaches� In order to compute the optical

�ow values at corner points they employ a Taylor series expansion up to the second degree

in equation ���
�� and then minimize a functional expressing the deviation of the image

motion over a neighborhood� Some other gradient�based techniques� in which not the

image intensity function itself but functions of it are assumed to be preserved� have been

introduced by �Buxton and Buxton� 
���� Waxman et al�� 
����� A comparative study of

minimization approaches using a smoothness term applied to gradient�based techniques

can be found in �Snyder� 
�����

A second class of techniques to derive locally available image information is based on

correlation� Assuming the conservation of the local intensity distribution� a small window

in the �rst image is searched for a corresponding window in the next image� where the

search criterion is maximal cross�correlation� The cross�correlation� which is a measure

of similarity� is usually applied to low�pass �ltered �Wong and Hall� 
���� or band�pass

�ltered images �Burt et al�� 
��� Anandan� 
���� Anandan and Weiss� 
�����

A third group of local image motion estimation techniques computes velocity in

spatio�temporal frequency space �Watson and Ahumada� 
���� Adelson and Bergen� 
����

Fleet and Jepson� 
���� Heeger� 
����� Similar to the optical �ow constraint equation�

in frequency space the spatial and temporal frequencies ��x� �y� �t� of any pattern are

related to the velocity components �u� v� through a linear equation ��xu! �yv!�t " ��

which represents a plane in spatio�temporal frequency space� The motion of the visual

stimulus is encoded in the orientation of the plane� Spatio�temporal energy �lters such

as Gabor �lters which are tuned to certain patterns and motions are used to derive the

normal component of the �ow� Heeger goes further and also addresses the problem of
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complete optical �ow recovery� He assumes translation of a highly textured surface� so

that in every pixel�s neighborhood a number of spatial frequency components are avail�

able�

In some studies assumptions not about smoothness but about scene geometry have

been employed to derive the additional constraint necessary to compute optical �ow

�e�g� �Subbarao� 
���� Murray and Buxton� 
���� Waxman and Wohn� 
���� Waxman et

al�� 
���b��� For example� Waxman and Wohn �
���� assume locally planar surfaces�

Under this assumption the �ow components are second�order polynomials in the image

coordinates� The constants in the polynomials are interpreted as Taylor coe�cients� and

a polynomial is �tted to the normal �ow values in a small area in order to recover the

optical �ow�

Optical �ow as previously de�ned is the apparent motion of image brightness patterns�

As pointed out by Horn and Schunck �
��
�� in the general case optical �ow is not equal

to the �motion �eld�� the projection of the D motion vector on the image plane� For

example� a sphere at a �xed location illuminated by a moving light source will cause

a change of shading in the image plane� Therefore� a non�zero optical �ow �eld will

be obtained although the motion �eld is zero everywhere� On the other hand� zero

optical �ow will be measured if a sphere with no texture on it is rotating under arbitrary�

�xed illumination� Luckily� such extreme cases occur rather rarely� Verri and Poggio

�
���� have analyzed the di�erence between the two vector �elds assuming Lambertian

re�ectance� Only under very restrictive assumptions� namely when a Lambertian surface

which is illuminated uniformly �in space and time� undergoes translation� are the normal

component of the optical �ow and the motion �ow the same� Since in this thesis only

normal �ow is used� the issue of the di�erence between the normal �ow and the normal

component of the motion �eld will be further elaborated later�

�	� Segmentation

As a basis for structure from motion computations the rigid motion model is usually

employed� In the case where the scene consists of multiple moving objects� every object

is assumed to be moving rigidly relative to the observer� Thus� the image �rst has to

be segmented into regions that correspond to areas in the scene which undergo the same

relative motion� For a moving observer to perform segmentation on the basis of time

varying imagery amounts to detecting independently moving objects� Such objects give

rise to discontinuities in the �ow �eld at their boundaries� These� however� are not the

only places where the �ow �eld is not smooth� surfaces that are separated in depth also
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cause discontinuities�

In the literature the detection of independently moving objects has always been

treated by searching for places in the image where the motion �eld deviates from rigid

motion� In all these studies� some knowledge about either the observer�s motion or the

structure of the scene is assumed� Existing studies can be classi�ed into two categories�

approaches which employ only the spatio�temporal intensity function as input and ap�

proaches which require the computation of optical �ow�

Optical �ow �elds are used by Jain �
���� to discriminate non�stationary objects

using polar transforms for observers undergoing only translation� Adiv �
���� performs

segmentation by assuming planar surfaces undergoing rigid motion� In order to determine

the motion parameters of the moving plane and to group the motion vectors he employs

a Hough transform� Thompson and Pong �
���� describe various principles for detecting

independently moving objects if the observer has knowledge about its own motion or

about the structure of the scene� Knowing the motion also means knowing the direction

of the �ow vector at every point� The method detects the places where deviations from

the expected direction occur� In the case where the shape is known they compare the

values of the motion and stereo disparities between points on di�erent sides of �ow

discontinuities to discriminate between motion and depth boundaries�

Techniques using as input the spatio�temporal derivatives of the image intensity func�

tion �or the so�called normal �ow� have been developed in �Sharma and Aloimonos� 
��
�

and �Nelson� 
��
�� For an observer moving with known translational motion Sharma

and Aloimonos detect places in the image where the normal �ow vector�s direction is

inconsistent with the range of possible directions corresponding to the actual translation�

With such a strategy only a small number of discontinuities will be recognized� In order

to increase this number they repeatedly change the direction of translation and perform

new computations� Nelson �
��
� developed two di�erent techniques for independent

motion detection� He describes the geometrical area in which a normal �ow vector lies

if the observer�s motion is known and the depth of the scene is constrained by an upper

bound� With the �rst technique normal �ow vectors are detected as originating from

independently moving objects if they do not fall in this area� The second technique is

designed only to detect objects which rapidly change their motion� The change in �ow

will be smooth for static image scene points and large for rapidly accelerating objects�

Several authors have also proposed methods for embedding the detection of indepen�

dently moving objects in general motion analysis systems� For example� Burt et al� �
����

model the shape of the scene by a plane and consider orthographic projection� The two
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components of the optical �ow vectors� which under these simplifying assumptions are

described as linear functions of the image coordinates� are computed at di�erent levels

of resolution� Discontinuities are detected if local values do not conform with the values

computed at lower resolution�

�	� Nonrigid motion models

More complicated models have been used in the computation of shape from motion that

handle some aspects of non�rigidity� Ullman �
��� presented an approach to non�rigid

motion estimation based on computing the object structure and motion that is most

consistent with the data and as rigid as possible� In �Koenderink� 
���� bending trans�

formations are studied and global data is used to determine motion information� Motion

and shape recovery for isometric motions have been studied and closed form solutions

have been developed for the case where motion information is used in conjunction with

photometric stereo �Chen and Penna� 
���� and with shape information about the ob�

ject before the motion �Penna� 
����� In �Goldgof et al�� 
���� Gaussian curvature is

used in the study of piecewise rigid and homothetic motions� Shulman and Aloimonos

�
���� describe non�rigid motion �elds locally as a sum of vector �elds� with the weight�

ing factors being constant� Given the shape of the object� they apply regularization to

�nd the smoothest motion consistent with the image data� Various deformable spatial

models� like superquadrics and snakes have been used to model non�rigid motion �Ter�

zopoulos et al�� 
���� Pentland et al�� 
��
�� the purpose of these studies� however� was

mainly visualization and not motion estimation�

�	� What could be computed

Assuming that detailed and accurate image information is available in the form of cor�

respondences or dense optical �ow �elds� the D motion and the structure of the scene

are estimated from the equations relating �D to D measurements� These equations are

determined by the speci�c geometric model of image formation that is used� Di�erent ge�

ometric projection models have been employed� Orthographic projection �Ullman� 
����

leads to linear equations� but in general is not realistic and should be considered only

when lenses of very long focal length are used and the �eld of view is very small� A more

adequate model is given by perspective projection� The image is projected either on a

sphere or on a plane� The resulting equations relating D to image motion are nonlinear�

From �D imagery alone� not all motion components can be computed� The parameters
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which are computable under perspective and orthographic projection are di�erent� and

also shape has a di�erent meaning under these two projections�

For reasons of simplicity� let us assume a coordinate system �OXY Z� which is �xed

to the camera with O being the nodal point of the camera and the Z�axis pointing along

the optical axis� In the discrete case the scene in the �rst view is regarded as a set of

points Pi " �Xi� Yi� Zi� in the D coordinate system� The image plane is assumed to be

perpendicular to the optical axis at a distance from the origin equal to the focal length�

A natural coordinate system �ox� oy� parallel to �OX�OY � is induced on the image plane�

with its origin o at the intersection of the optical axis with the image plane� If the camera

undergoes a rigid motion then at a second instant of time every point Pi has coordinates

P �
i " �X

�
i� Y

�
i � Z

�
i� in the new coordinate system� Because of rigidity� we have

P �
i " RPi ! T for i " 
 � � � n� ����

where R is a  by  rotation matrix whose elements ��r��� r��� � � � � r���� depend on three

independent parameters� corresponding to rotations around the X�� Y �� and Z�axes and

a translation vector T " �#X�#Y�#Z�� In Fig� ��� the imaging geometry using per�

spective projection is shown�
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Figure ���� Imaging geometry under perspective� The discrete case�

Under orthography every point �X�Y�Z� projects onto a point �x� y� " �X�Y � in the

image plane� Thus� under this projection equation ���� becomes

x�i " r��xi ! r��yi ! r��Zi !#X

y�i " r��xi ! r��yi ! r��Zi !#Y �����
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Clearly� from these equations the translational component parallel to the Z�axis can�

not be derived� Translation parallel to the image plane is displayed as a parallel shift of

all image points� The D coordinates of the scene points depend only on the rotational

motion� Since the translation along the Z�axis cannot be derived� structure under or�

thography is derivable only as the di�erences between depth values �i�e�� from any two

points Pi� Pj only �Zj � Zi� can be computed��

Under perspective projection image points and their D counterparts are related as

follows� x " Xf

Z
and y " Y f

Z
� If we set f � the focal length� equal to 
� equation ����

becomes

x�i "
�r��xi ! r��yi ! r���Zi !#X

�r��xi ! r��yi ! r���Zi !#Z

y�i "
�r��x! r��y ! r���Zi !#Y

�r��x! r��y ! r���Zi !#Z
�����

Dividing the numerator and denominator by #Z� it becomes clear that the depth

values Z and Z � as well as the translational components are computable up to a scale

factor� For example� an object at distance Z moving with translation T will produce

the same image measurements as a similar object that is twice the distance from the

camera and is moving with twice the translational velocity� Thus� what is meant by

structure under perspective projection is the ratio of the depth values between two image

points �i�e� for any two points Pi� Pj� we can only compute
Zi

Zj
�� Furthermore� under

perspective projection the depth values depend on the translational values� as opposed

to the rotational values� for the case of orthography� As regards the translation� only

its direction can be computed ��X�Z �
�Y
�Z �� These coordinates de�ne the so�called focus of

expansion the point at which the image plane will be intersected by the trajectory of

the camera�s nodal point moving with translation ��#X��#Y��#Z��

�	� Structure from motion under orthography

In the computational analysis of the structure from motion problem the simpli�ed model

of orthography preceded the use of perspective projection� Ullman �
���� showed that

three views of four non�coplanar points are su�cient to determine shape and motion

uniquely �up to a Necker re�ection�� That reconstruction of motion and shape from

only two views is not possible has been proved for point correspondences �Aloimonos and

Brown� 
���� as well as optical �ow �Ho�man� 
����� Optical �ow allows one to compute

surface orientation only as a straight line in gradient space� and in the case of correspon�

dence the surface orientation lies on a hyperbola� By imposing additional smoothness
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assumptions Aloimonos and Brown �
���� derived structure and motion from two views

through the solution of a regularization problem� Due to the limited applicability of

the orthographic projection model only a relatively small number of studies have been

devoted to it� Recently� however� starting from the work on a�ne shape by Koenderink

and van Doorn �
��
�� orthographic projection models have again been used in various

applications �Ullman and Basri� 
��
� Jacobs� 
����� It turns out that two views are

enough to reconstruct a�ne shape� that is� to reconstruct the a�ne coordinates of every

object point with respect to three linearly independent vectors attached to the object�

Actually� a�ne coordinates remain constant not only under rigid motion but under any

linear transformation�

�	� Discrete approaches

The problem of structure from motion becomes much harder when a perspective pro�

jection model is employed� As is clear from equation ������ the image motion is related

to the D motion and structure in a non�linear way� It is this non�linearity that has

generated a large amount of research in the area of structure from motion�

Initial attempts at addressing this problem started with the observation that �ve point

correspondences �Roach and Aggarwal� 
���� are needed� since any point correspondence

gives two equations and the number of unknowns is equal to nine �four scaled depth

values� two translational and three rotational motion parameters�� Such approaches sug�

gested obtaining the structure and motion parameters through iterative methods �Martin

and Aggarwal� 
����� These techniques were not very successful� because it was later

shown using tools from projective geometry �Kruppa� 
�
�� that �ve points in two views

give rise to ten possible solutions �Faugeras and Maybank� 
�����

Longuet�Higgins �
��
� and Tsai and Huang �
���� later presented a linearization

technique that opened new avenues to the study of uniqueness proofs� They showed that

the image measurements in the �rst and second frames are related through the equation

�x� y� 
�TE�x y 
� " �� �����

where E " TsR with Ts "

�
BB�

� �#Z #Y

#Z � �#X
�#Y #X �

�
CCA� a matrix of the translational

components� and R the rotation matrix� From the nine parameters of the E�matrix� the

so�called essential parameters� only eight can be determined because of the unrecoverable

scale factor in the translation� Thus� given the correspondence of eight points in general
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position the E�matrix can be computed uniquely by solving eight linear equations� Hav�

ing found E� the motion parameters are derived uniquely by taking the singular value

decomposition of this matrix� On the basis of this decomposition Tsai and Huang �
����

showed that seven points� unless they are traversed by two planes with one plane con�

taining the origin or by a cone containing the origin� uniquely allow the computation

of the �ve motion parameters from two views� However� this linearization technique is

extremely sensitive to errors in the image measurements and thus it cannot give rise to

a robust algorithm�

In order to increase the stability of the linearization technique� researchers have con�

sidered using more than eight point correspondences to obtain the E�matrix� Least

squares minimization� which was originally used� is not justi�ed� because it requires

the essential parameters to be independent� Since these parameters are combinations

of �ve motion parameters the statistical assumptions underlying the least squares tech�

nique are violated� Subsequently� constrained minimization techniques were developed

�Spetsakis and Aloimonos� 
���� Horn� 
���� Aisbett� 
���� Philip� 
��
�� These tech�

niques address the minimization in two steps� in one step they solve for the translational

and in the other for the rotational components� In �Spetsakis and Aloimonos� 
����

Daniilidis and Nagel� 
���� the linearization technique has been analyzed statistically�

Spetsakis and Aloimonos �
���� proved that under the assumption of Gaussian noise

the best result for the E�matrix is obtained by weighted least mean square minimiza�

tion� where the weight factors are dependent on the motion parameters and the image

coordinates� However� they also demonstrated that even the best possible technique is

immensely sensitive to noise� and an error of 
 percent in the values of the image mea�

surements �unit of measurement equal to the focal length� causes about 
�� percent error

in the values of the D motion parameters�

�	� Multiframe approaches

The desire for robustness initiated the use of long image sequences as input to al�

gorithms for the computation of structure and motion� In so�called multi�frame ap�

proaches� motion estimation is addressed as a nonlinear minimization problem� A va�

riety of multi�frame techniques have appeared� Most of of these techniques iteratively

sharpen the values of the unknown parameters� For long image sequences the ortho�

graphic projection model has also been used �Tomasi and Kanade� 
��
�� Techniques

have been published in which the motion is assumed to be known and only the struc�

ture has to be estimated �Matthies et al�� 
���� Crowley and Stelmaszyk� 
����� as
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well as techniques which rely on additional stereo data� so that the structure only

needs to be computed more accurately �Young and Chellappa� 
���� Cui et al�� 
��
�

Weng et al�� 
���b�� Other techniques employ geometrical models of the scene in view

�Chandrashekar and Chellappa� 
��
� for example� the algorithms developed for road

following by Dickmanns and Graefe �
���b� 
���a��

In most techniques a model of the motion�s time evolution is employed� and the pa�

rameters of the motion and scene are estimated recursively� This recursive estimation

usually is accomplished through the use of Kalman �lters� In this optimization technique�

basically two algebraic stochastic models are employed� the plant model� to estimate the

change in the state variables �functions of the motion and depth parameters� and the mea�

surement model� relating the state variables to the image measurements� The stochastic

disturbance terms in both models are assumed to be zero mean� unit variance Gaussian�

The cycle of recursive estimation at every step �for every new image frame� consists of a

prediction of the new state by employing the plant equation� followed by a correction up�

date by means of the measurement model� The state variable after considering a number

of frames is viewed as the value of an a posteriori probability density function� dependent

on the measurements of the already evaluated frames� For linear measurement models

�Legters Jr� and Young� 
����� linear Kalman �ltering is the optimal least mean square

estimator� In the general case� however� the estimation model is nonlinear� Iterated

extended Kalman �lters �IEKF� have therefore been employed which iteratively search

for the peak of the a posteriori conditional probability� but such an iterative technique

cannot guarantee convergence to the maximum value�

A technique that does not require a motion model has been developed by Spetsakis

and Aloimonos �
��
�� Between any two image frames they estimate for every point the

normal distances of the rays which pass through the image center and the image point�

Motion estimation is formulated as least mean squares minimization of these normal

distances� The optimization is solved in two steps� one for the translation and one for

the rotation�

�	� Continuous approaches

When optical �ow �elds are used and the motion between successive image frames is

very small� velocity is expressed as instantaneous change of position in order to derive

the equations relating the D motion to the image measurements� The relative velocity
$X of every point X with respect to a camera that moves with translational velocity

T " �U� V�W � and rotational velocity � " ��x� �y� �z� when the XY Z�coordinate system
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is attached to the focal point of the camera is given by

$X " �� �R � T �����

Di�erentiating the expressions for perspective projection �x " X

Z
� y " Y

Z
� with respect to

time and substituting for $X results in the following equations for the optical �ow�

u "
dx

dt
"

�U ! xW

Z
! �xxy � �y�x

� ! 
� ! �zy

v "
dy

dt
"

�V ! yW

Z
! �x�y

� ! 
� � �yxy � �zx �����

Assuming that the surface in view is smooth and thus the optical �ow �eld varies

smoothly� a series of algorithms have appeared that estimate the D motion from only

local information� The surface patch in the scene around the optical axis is approximated

by either a plane �Longuet�Higgins and Prazdny� 
���� or a quadratic �Waxman et al��


���b�� The resulting depth values are substituted in equation ������ a Taylor�s expansion

is performed� and the velocity vector at the center and its �rst and second order partial

derivatives are related to the motion and surface parameters� The resulting equations

are non�linear� as has been shown in �Longuet�Higgins and Prazdny� 
����� at least one

equation of degree three has to be solved� For the computation of the derivatives Longuet

Higgins and Prazdny suggested using the simple di�erential operators of divergence� curl�

and shear �Koenderink and van Doorn� 
����� Supported by biological �ndings� they

argued that the human visual system may possess channels tuned to these four basic

types of relative motion� In �Thompson et al�� 
���� these di�erential operators are

employed to roughly classify object motions according to the prevailing type of motion�

such as translation or rotation parallel or perpendicular to the optical axis�

Bruss and Horn �
��� developed a global technique for structure and motion estima�

tion� This technique� however� relies on very unrealistic assumptions� They formulate the

problem as least mean squares minimization of the error between the expected and the

measured image motion� where the optimization is over the motion parameters and every

depth value� Consequently a system of nonlinear equations has to be solved� Prazdny

�
��
� and later Burger and Bhanu �
���� suggested techniques which explicitly decom�

pose the �ow �eld into its translational and its rotational components� The structure of

a translational �ow �eld is such that all vectors lie on straight lines which pass through

one point� the focus of expansion or focus of contraction� The rotational �ow vectors un�

der perspective are independent of depth� The way the decomposition is addressed is to

search for the correct rotation to be subtracted in order to be left with a �ow �eld having

the properties of pure translation� To evaluate this property various error functions have

�



been employed� such as for example the variance of the intersections of one displacement

vector with all the other vectors� A decomposition method using spherical projection was

introduced by Nelson and Aloimonos �
����� On the sphere a translational �ow �eld has

very nice properties� Its vectors are along geodesics� all emanating from one point and

�owing into another point with the two points separated by 
�� degrees� The rotational

parameters are found from the �ow measurements along the equators perpendicular to

the coordinate axes� There the translational �ow is clockwise on half of the equator and

counterclockwise on the other half� while the rotational �ow is constant� The motion is

estimated by searching for the correct rotation to be subtracted from the vectors along

the equators�

Theoretical studies investigating the number of possible solutions for the motion and

the scene in view for a given optical �ow �eld have been conducted in �Horn� 
����

and �Negahdaripour� 
����� It has been shown that a noise�free retinal motion �eld

uniquely determines the D motion� unless the surface in view belongs to a certain class

of hyperboloids of one sheet�

Despite all these e�orts� no optical �ow technique has been developed that can be

used for robust motion estimation� In fact� since the computation of optical �ow is

itself an ill�posed problem� only approximations to the true �ow �eld can be derived�

Any method that uses optical �ow only locally will be very unstable because completely

di�erent observer motions produce locally similar motion �elds� For example� in an

area near the y�axis of the image plane� D rotation around the X�axis produces a �ow

�eld similar to the one produced by translation along the Y �axis� To address motion

estimation globally in an analytic way would mean solving a non�linear optimization

problem� a computationally infeasible task in general� A global optical �ow technique

that does not make unrealistic assumptions has thus not yet appeared�

�	�� Overcoming the aperture problem

Researchers trying to overcome the problems inherent in the discrete and continuous

approaches began to use primitives other than points� Such primitives include planar

curves and straight lines �in�nitely long lines� not line segments�� For the case of straight

lines the analysis proceeded similarly to the study of point correspondences� First� iter�

ative algorithms �Liu and Huang� 
���� Faugeras et al�� 
���� were derived� and later a

linearization technique established the uniqueness properties of the approach �Spetsakis

and Aloimonos� 
����� Not much research has been devoted to the extraction of motion

from planar contours� Bergholm �
���� studied uniqueness properties� In general it is






impossible to estimate motion from two monocular views unless information is available

about the orientation of the plane on which the contours lie �Kanatani� 
�����

These approaches rely on the extraction of features and su�er from numerical insta�

bility� Very small errors in the extracted representation of the lines or contours cause

large errors in the computed motion parameters� On the other hand� a very promising

approach to overcoming the di�culties with retinal correspondences appears to be the

use of normal �ow� Since techniques along these lines do not rely on the intermediate

computation of exact image measurements� but make use only of the changes of the

patterns in the image plane� they are referred to as direct methods�

All the studies on the estimation of D motion from normal �ow �elds that have

appeared up to now either deal with limited rigid motion models or assume shape in�

formation� In �Aloimonos and Brown� 
���� the case of purely rotational motion was

studied� By minimizing in the least squares sense the di�erence between the predicted

and observed normal �ow values� linear equations relating the rotation parameters to the

normal �ow were derived� A similar result was reported by Horn and Weldon �
�����

who presented several methods for the problem of motion and structure computation for

the purely translational case� for the case of translation only� for known rotation� and

for known structure� For the case of purely translational motion these authors make use

of the the fact that the scaled depth W

Z
is positive for all points in the image plane if

the observer is approaching the scene� Therefore� every normal �ow measurement con�

strains the location of the FOE� it has to be in the half�plane �or hemisphere in case of

spherical projection� which is on the opposite side of the gray level edge from the normal

�ow vector� From an algebraic point of view every normal �ow measurement supplies

an inequality� As algorithmic strategies for obtaining the FOE� methods like linear pro�

gramming and perceptron learning were suggested� In �Negahdaripour and Horn� 
����

and �Negahdaripour� 
���� closed�form solutions are presented for the case in which scene

in view is modeled as either a plane or a quadratic patch� In �White and Weldon� 
����

translation and rotation are estimated for an observer rotating around the direction of

translation� and recently a hybrid technique has appeared �Taalebi�Nezhaad� 
����� us�

ing both optical �ow and image gradients for addressing D motion in the general case

�rotation and translation�� In this thesis the general case is addressed� The contribution

lies in the introduction of several novel geometric properties of a normal �ow �eld due

to rigid motion that give rise to simple pattern matching techniques for recovering D

motion� Furthermore� it is shown how activities such as tracking and �xation facilitate

motion estimation�

�



Chapter �

Preliminaries

�	� Overview

The synthetic approach imposes a hierarchy on navigational capabilities� This thesis

presents solutions to the most basic processes of D motion estimation on the basis of a

sequence of images acquired by a monocular observer� As discussed before� in the past

all navigational tasks were regarded as applications of the general principle of performing

complete scene recovery� usually using the model of rigid motion� However� while it is

appropriate for the purpose of egomotion estimation to model the relativemotion between

the scene and the observer as rigid� for the case when the motion of objects is computed�

this assumption in general can be used only locally� Therefore� here the processes of

egomotion recovery and D object motion recovery are approached in two di�erent ways�

Below an outline is given of the active and qualitative techniques developed in the next

three chapters and the results obtained�

It has been suggested that visual problems should be studied in the form of modules

that are directly related to the visual task the observer is engaged in� Along these lines�

it is argued that in many cases when an object is moving in an unrestricted manner

�translation and rotation� in the D world� we are interested only in the motion�s trans�

lational components� For a monocular observer� using only the normal �ow� the problem

of computing the direction of translation and the time to collision is solved in Chapter ��

The basic idea of the motion parameter estimation strategy lies in the employment of

�xation and tracking� Fixation simpli�es much of the computation by placing the object

at the center of the visual �eld� and the main advantage of tracking is the accumulation

of information over time� It is shown how tracking is accomplished using normal �ow

measurements� then tracking is used for two di�erent tasks in the solution process� First�





it serves as a tool to compensate for the lack of existence of an optical �ow �eld and thus

to estimate the translation parallel to the image plane� Second� it is utilized to gather

information about the motion component perpendicular to the image plane� While the

object is moving and its distance to the image plane changes� the rotation of the camera

tracking the object also has to be adjusted� From this change in the tracking motion�

information about the change in depth can be derived� By combining the outputs of the

two computations the direction of translation is then obtained�

Chapter � is devoted to the estimation of egomotion for an observer moving rigidly in

a static environment� Usually the term �passive navigation� is used to describe the set

of processes by which a system can estimate its motion with respect to the environment�

Passive navigation is a prerequisite for any other navigational ability� A system can be

guided only if there is a way for it to acquire information about its motion and to control

its parameters�

New constraints of global nature relating �D image measurements to D motion

parameters are introduced� The approach is based on an analysis of the properties of

the normal �ow �eld� The fact that motion is rigid de�nes geometric relations between

certain values of the normal �ow �eld� Normal �ow vectors are classi�ed according to

their direction� two di�erent types of classi�cation are introduced� Considering only the

signs of the values in each class� patterns are found in the image plane� These patterns

are regions of positive and negative signs� which are separated by conic sections and

straight lines� The position of the patterns is related to the motion parameters� actually

each pattern depends only on a subset of the parameters�

These theoretical �ndings are then utilized to develop techniques for the estimation

of motion� For the most general case �a passive observer moving with three translational

and three rotational parameters� it is shown how the patterns can be searched for in

order to �nd the parameters describing the motion� The algorithmic procedure consists

of three computational steps� The strategy lies in checking constraints imposed by the

D motion parameters on the normal �ow �eld in order to gradually reduce the space of

possible solutions� In the �rst step candidate solutions for the axis of translation and the

direction of rotation are computed by �tting a small number of patterns to the normal

�ow values� These patterns are of lower dimensionality than the others� In a second step

the third rotational component is computed from the normal �ow vectors that are only

due to rotation� Finally� by looking at the complete data set� all solutions that cannot

give rise to the given normal �ow �eld are discarded from the solution space�

It should again be emphasized that the patterns are de�ned only by the sign of the

�



normal �ow� It has been shown in the past that recovering D motion from noisy �ow

�elds by analytic methods is a problem of extreme sensitivity� with researchers reporting

very large errors in the motion parameter estimates under small perturbations in the

input� The geometric constraints� on the other hand� allow us to estimate motion very

robustly� since the patterns will not be a�ected by perturbations smaller than 
�� percent

in the normal �ow values�

Chapter � concludes with a discussion of how the general results can be used in motion

estimation algorithms for an observer with restricted motion capabilities� For the two

most common restrictions� the cases of an observer that cannot rotate around the Z�axis

and an observer with only translational abilities� algorithms are presented�

In Chapter � it is shown that if the observer is active and supplies additional in�

formation� the general constraints can be exploited to solve various navigational tasks

with only a small computational e�ort� In particular� it is explained how the egomotion

estimation problem becomes easier if tracking is employed� In this case the problem of

�nding the axis of rotation and the direction of translation reduces to a one�dimensional

search problem� Furthermore� a qualitative strategy for bringing the focus of expansion

to the center of the image is outlined� The idea is to demonstrate that an active ob�

server can alter its motion parameters to prede�ned values without going through the

intermediate stage of computing its current motion�

Since all the techniques described in the following chapters are based on the use

of normal �ow as an image representation� a description of this input is given in the

following section� Then the basic equations employed are introduced and the choice of

the coordinate system used is discussed� Since models should be directly related to the

task being performed� I argue that the coordinate system should also be chosen di�erently

for the tasks of egomotion and object motion estimation�

�	� Input

Due to the aperture problem the only image motion measurement that can be uniquely

de�ned from a sequence of images is the normal �ow� the component of the �ow per�

pendicular to edges �see Fig� ��
�� Normal �ow can be computed in various ways� As

discussed in Chapter �� it is permissible to assume the conservation of local image infor�

mation to derive a local description of image motion� The di�culty in the computation

of normal �ow is only due to the discrete aspect of digital images� Computing normal

�ow in images is as di�cult as detecting edges�

�



Here� the image intensity is assumed to remain constant� and the normal �ow is com�

puted from the spatiotemporal derivatives of the image intensity function by employing

the motion constraint equation� Usually it is assumed that the normal �ow coincides with

the �normal motion �eld�� the normal component of the projection of the D motion on

the image plane� This fact is expressed in the assumption dI

dt
" �� which says that the

two �elds are the same� However� the two �elds are not equal in general� Their di�erence

is investigated below�

Let I�x� y� t� denote the image intensity� and consider the optical �ow �eld �u� v� " 	v

and the motion �eld 	%v " �%u� %v� at a point �x� y�� where the local �normalized� intensity

gradient is 	n " �Ix� Iy�

q
I�x ! I�y � The normal motion �eld at point �x� y� is by de�nition

%un " 	%v � 	n or

%un "
�
dx

dt
� dy
dt

�
� �Ix�Iy�p

I�x�I
�
y

or

%un "
�
dx

dt
� dy
dt

�
� �I

jj�I jj or

%un "
�

jj�Ijj

�
Ix

dx

dt
! Iy

dy

dt

�

Similarly� the normal �ow �Horn and Schunck� 
��
� is

un " � 


jj � IjjIt

Thus� when approximating the di�erential dI
dt
by its total derivative we get

%un � un "



jj � Ijj
dI

dt

This shows that the two �elds are close to equal when the local image intensity

gradient �I is high� Thus� if we measure normal �ow only in regions where the intensity

gradients are of high magnitude� we guarantee that the normal �ow measurements can

be used for inferring D motion� It should be noted that this result can be inferred from

the analysis of Verri and Poggio �
���� and Singh �
����� who proved that the two �ow

�elds are exactly the same only in the case when a uniformly illuminated Lambertian

surface undergoes pure translation�

Concerning implementation of the algorithms for �nding normal �ow� in the experi�

ments conducted in this thesis the images were �rst convolved with either a box �lter of

kernel size  to � or a Gaussian of the same kernel size and standard deviation on the

order of � � �
�� 
���� The normal �ow was computed by using �  Sobel operators to
estimate the spatial derivatives in the x and y directions and by subtracting the  � 
box��ltered values of consecutive images to estimate the temporal derivatives� Because

�



the directions of normal �ow vectors at corner points cannot be accurately estimated� a

preprocessing step was utilized� where through a multi�resolution technique �Ferm	uller

and Kropatsch� 
���� edge points of high curvature were detected� and the normal �ow

was not estimated at these points�

�	� Image formation and the choice of coordinate system

Consider the monocular imaging situation where the observer and the scene are in motion

relative to each other� In order to obtain the equations relating the D scene to the image

measurements in a general form� two coordinate systems are employed� The reference

coordinate system �X�Y�Z� is �xed to the observer with the center O being the nodal

point of the camera� Another coordinate frame� which we will call the �scene frame�� is

�xed at a point S " �Xs� Ys� Zs� on an object in the scene� At the time of observation

the reference frame and scene frame axes are parallel� The rigid motion of any point

P " �X�Y�Z� in the scene can then be described through a translation Ts " �Us� Vs�Ws�

of the scene frame with respect to the reference frame and a rotation � " ��� �� �� with

respect to the scene frame� which leads to the following equations �Bandopadhay and

Ballard� 
��
��

$X " �Us � ��Z � Zs� ! ��Y � Ys�

$Y " �Vs � ��X �Xs� ! ��Z � Zs�

$Z " �Ws � ��Y � Ys� ! ��X �Xs� ��
�

As image formation model we use perspective projection on the plane� The image

plane is parallel to the XY plane and the viewing direction is along the positive Z axis

�see Figure �
�� Under this projection the image position p�x� y� of a D point P �X�Y�Z�

is de�ned by the relation

�x� y� " �
fX

Z
�
fY

Z
� ����

The constant f denotes the focal length of the imaging system� The equations relating

the velocity �u� v� of an image point p to the D velocity can be derived by di�erentiating

��
� and substituting from �����

u "
��Usf ! xWs�

Z
! ��

xy

f
� xXs

Z
�� ��

x�

f
! f � xXs

Z
� Zsf

Z
� ! ��y � Ysf

Z
�
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Figure �
� Imaging geometry and motion representation�

v "
��Vsf ! yWs�

Z
! ��

y�

f
! f � yYs

Z
� Zsf

Z
�� ��

xy

f
� yXs

Z
�� ��x� Xsf

Z
�

���

The above equation is a more general form of the optical��ow based constraint equa�

tion �rst derived by Longuet�Higgins and Prazdny �Longuet�Higgins and Prazdny� 
�����

In fact� if the origin of the scene frame coincides with the origin of the reference frame�

then Xs " Ys " Zs " � and T " T� " �U� V�W � and ��� becomes

u "
��Uf ! xW �

Z
! �

xy

f
� ��

x�

f
! f� ! �y

v "
��V f ! yW �

Z
! ��

y�

f
! f� � �

xy

f
� �x ����

Since the motion parameters are expressed relative to the scene coordinate system�

prediction of the position of the moving entity �object or observer� at the next time

instant is dependent on the choice of this coordinate system�s position� In the case of

egomotion it makes sense to attach the scene coordinate system to the observer� simply

because the quantities recovered are directly related to the way the observer moves� On

the other hand� when the observer needs to make inferences regarding another object�s

motion� the ideal place to put the origin of the scene coordinate system would be the

mass center of the object �the natural system��

�



Since the mass center is not known� di�erent choices have to be made� Most com�

monly the camera�s nodal point is chosen as the center of the scene coordinate system

�a �camera�centered� coordinate system�� Rotation is described around the nodal point�

In the case of object motion this leads to di�erent values for the motion parameters for

each new frame� which is an unwelcome e�ect in the task of �nding translational motion�

We therefore decided to attach the center of rotation to the object�s point of intersec�

tion with the optical axis �an �object�centered� coordinate system�� The active observer

is free in its choice of the center and will therefore decide on a point belonging to a

neighborhood of non�uniform brightness with distinguishable features�

This approach can be justi�ed by the following argument� When choosing as �xation

point the mass center of the object�s image or a point in its neighborhood� the resulting

motion parameters are in many cases close to those of the natural system� In the natural

coordinate system with center Onatural the velocity v at point P is due to the translational

and the rotational components

v " tnatural! � �������OnaturalP

and in the object�centered coordinate system with center Oobject the same velocity is

expressed as

v " tobject! � �������OobjectP

Therefore the di�erence in translation between tnatural and tobject �see Figure ��� is given

by

tnatural� tobject " � � ��������OobjectP ���������OnaturalP �

" � �����������OobjectOnatural

This value becomes smaller as
����������
OobjectOnatural decreases�

In order to stress the di�erent analyses for di�erent coordinate systems� throughout

the thesis rotation in an object�centered coordinate system is denoted by ���� ��� ��� and

rotation in a camera�centered coordinate system by ��� �� ���
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Chapter �

Active �D Motion Estimation

A method of estimating the direction of translation and the time to collision for a monoc�

ular observer that has the capability of tracking is presented� The observer derives its

required tracking movement from the image sequence and uses these tracking parameters

as input to the computation of the object�s D motion�

To begin with� the observer detects independent motion �Sharma and Aloimonos�


��
� and �xates on the object� thus causing the optical axis to pass through the object�

The translational direction of an object moving with translational parameters �U� V�W �

and rotating with velocity ���� ��� ��� is represented in the image plane by the point

� U
W
� V
W
�� the Focus of Expansion �FOE�� To give a graphical explanation� If we put the

object at a distance equal to the focal length f in front of the nodal point of the camera�

the FOE represents the intersection point of the image plane and the motion trajectory

which passes through the nodal point �see Figure ��
��

It has been argued that tracking is used in biological vision for the sake of simplify�

ing the estimation of motion� Since our goal is to study computer vision for an active

observer� our �rst question should concern the nature of the activities themselves� There�

fore we should ask why one should proceed in a roundabout way and derive the tracking

movement as an intermediate step� What do we gain from tracking�

Through tracking we can accumulate information over time and therefore add the

parameter of time as additional component to the input information� Another advantage

of tracking is that since it is accomplished over a number of steps� the tracking parameters

can be corrected sequentially �smoothed� and we need not rely on just one measurement�

The idea of using the tracking parameters for motion estimation was used previously

by Bandopadhay and Ballard �
��
�� They provide closed form solutions for the compu�
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� FOE in the image plane�

tation of the egomotion parameters for a binocular observer by employing the rotation

angle and its �rst and second derivatives �angular velocity and acceleration�� In their

paper they did not show how tracking was actually done� whereas here a complete solu�

tion is proposed� First it is shown how to compute the tracking parameters using normal

�ow and then how to use them for D motion estimation�

The computation of the FOE and the time to collision is accomplished through three

modules �Ferm	uller and Aloimonos� 
���� that involve the activities of �xation and track�

ing�


� By �xating on an object point� which is considered to be the origin of the coordinate

system� the image velocity at the center is obtained� which represents the projection

of parallel translation� It is shown how tracking can be used to derive the projection

of parallel translation from just the spatio�temporal derivatives�

�� In the next step� the output of the �rst module is used to acquire information about

translation parallel to the optical axis� Again tracking is used� here as a tool for

accumulating depth information over time�

� In the third module it is shown how to estimate the time to collision �which is

related to the FOE� from the spatio�temporal information at the �xated point�

��



�	� Tracking gives parallel translation

The �rst activity used in this approach is �xation� This action provides us with linear

relations between the D and the �D velocity parameters� An object at distance Z in

front of the camera moves in the D environment with translational velocity �U� V�W �

and rotational velocity ���� ��� ���� In an object�centered coordinate system with cen�

ter P �X�� Y�� Z�� under perspective projection the optical �ow �u� v� is related to these

parameters through the following equations�

dx

dt
" u " Uf

Z
� Wx

Z
� xy��

f
! ��

�
x�

f
! f�Z�Z��

Z

�
� ��y

dy

dt
" v " V f

Z
� Wy

Z
� ��

�
y�

f
! f�Z�Z��

Z

�
! ��xy

f
! ��x

In a small area around the center x� y and �Z�Z��
Z
are close to zero� The optical �ow

components due to rotation and due to translation parallel to the optical axis converge

to zero� u becomes Uf

Z
and v becomes V f

Z
�

The �ow at the center of the image gives the projection of parallel translation� but

only normal �ow is available� It is shown that tracking can be used for the evaluation

of optical �ow by an iterative technique and the convergence of the method to the exact

solution is proven�

The problem of current optical �ow algorithms is that additional constraints are

employed� Constraints that impose a relationship on the values of the �ow �eld are

usually used� and this amounts to assumptions� such as smoothness� about the scene

in view� This basic problem is overcome by providing the observer with activity� The

computation is thus transferred to the active observer� which has the ability to iteratively

adjust its motion to the given situation through its control mechanism�

In cases where the dominant motion of the object is translation towards the observer�

the resulting optical �ow vectors emanate from a point which lies inside the object�s

image� The coordinates of this point� the FOE� are consequently close to zero� Otherwise

the optical �ow pattern is due to vectors that are approximately parallel and have about

the same magnitude� Typical normal �ow patterns for both cases are shown in Figure ����

For these cases� where the FOE lies inside the object� the normal �ow vectors are

mainly due to translation� because the rotational components near the object center are

very small� Therefore a simple technique using only the direction of the normal �ow

measurements can be applied� Given the normal �ow vector at a point� we know that

the FOE lies in the half�plane which is on the opposite side of the gray�level edge from the

normal �ow vector� Considering every available normal �ow measurement will narrow the
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Figure ���� �a� Normal �ow vectors emanating from a point inside the object� �b�

Normal �ow vectors when the translational component parallel to the image plane is not

much larger than the component perpendicular to the plane�

possible location of the FOE to a small area �see Figure ��� �see also �Aloimonos� 
����

Horn and Weldon� 
������ When dealing with such normal �ow patterns� it would make

no sense to use the method introduced in this chapter� we are concerned here with the

more complicated case illustrated in Figure ���b�

•

•

• ¥

Figure ��� Each available normal �ow measurement constrains the possible location of

the FOE�

Let us compute the normal �ow in a set of directions in a small area around the origin

��xation point�� The normal �ow is the projection of the optical �ow on the gradient

direction� The largest of the normal �ow values in the di�erent directions is therefore the

one closest to the optical �ow� Let us call this normal �ow vector the �maximum normal

�ow� and denote it by �un� vn� �see Figure ���a�� We take it as an approximation to the

correct optical �ow and use it to track the �xated point� The purpose of tracking is to

correct for the error in the approximation� In order to keep a point with optical �ow �u� v�
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in the center of the image the observer has to perform a movement that produces the

same value of optical �ow in the opposite direction� The way our observer accomplishes

this task is by rotating the camera around the nodal point about the X� and Y �axes�

While the observer is moving it takes the next image and again computes the normal

�ow vectors� If the maximum normal �ow was equal to the optical �ow� a new optical

�ow �due to object motion and egomotion� of zero will be achieved�

Usually� however� the maximum normal �ow and the optical �ow are not equal� they

di�er in magnitude or in direction� or both� An error in magnitude results in a �ow vector

in the direction of maximum normal �ow� and an error in direction creates a �ow vector

perpendicular to it �see Figure ���b�� The actual error is usually in both magnitude and

direction� Thus the new �ow vector is a vector sum of the two components� Again it

can be approximated by the largest normal �ow vector measurement� The new measured

normal �ow is used as a feedback value to correct the optical �ow and the tracking

parameters� the new normal �ow vector is added to the maximum normal �ow vector

computed in the �rst step� Proceeding by applying the same technique to the successive

estimated errors will result in an accurate estimate of the actual �ow after a few iterations�

The proof of convergence to the exact solution follows�

(u
n ,v

n )(u
,v)

(u
n ,v

n )

(u
,v)

a

b

Figure ���� �a� Normal �ow vectors measured in di�erent directions� �b� The new �ow

vector �resulting from object motion and tracking� is due to 
� the error in magnitude�

and �� the error in direction�

We use here a simpli�ed model to explain tracking� The change of the local coordinate

system during tracking and the fact that the object is coming closer are not considered�

Since for the purpose of optical �ow estimation the number of tracking steps is small� the

error originating from this model is not serious� In a speci�c application� the algorithm

will stop when the computed error is smaller than a given threshold� which will cover

model errors�
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At each iteration step we are computing an approximation to the di�erence between

the observer�s egomotion and the object motion� Considering the possible sources of error

we have to show that the approximation error will become zero�

Deviations of the chosen maximum normal �ow from the optical �ow value are due

to the following causes�

� Deviations covered through the model�

The fact that normal �ow measurements are computed in a �nite number of direc�

tions causes an error in direction of up to half the size of the angular separation

between normal �ow measurements� If measurements in n directions are performed�

the maximum error p in direction is bounded by p � �

�n �

� Deviations coming from simpli�cations and discrete computations�

In the evaluation of �ow measurements the parts that are linear and quadratic in

x� y� and Z � Z� are ignored� Furthermore� each measurement in one direction is

computed as the average of the normal �ow values in a range of directions� These

factors may cause errors in magnitude as well as direction� and a vector di�erent

from the closest normal �ow vector may be chosen�

� General errors occuring in normal �ow computation�

Sensor noise in normal �ow measurements and the numerical computation of the

derivatives of the image intensity function can in�uence the magnitude and the

direction of the estimated value�

Let v be the magnitude of the actual optical �ow� The error sources lead to specifying

the error in magnitude� q� as a percentage of the actual value� qi is the magnitude error

in the maximum normal �ow measurement at step i and pi is the the angle between

the maximum normal �ow vector and the optical �ow vector� where qi � q and pi � p�

Therefore the di�erence between the optical �ow and the �rst measurement of maximum

normal �ow is given by di� � "

�
� vq� cos p�

v sin p�

�
A� where the x�axis is aligned with the

maximum normal �ow vector �see Figure ����� The square of its magnitude is computed

as

jjdi� �jj� " v�q�� cos
� p� ! v� sin� p�

The second normal �ow vector� if measured from the direction of the maximum normal

�ow vector derived at the second step� is given by di� � "

�
� jjdi� �jjq� cos p�

jjdi� �jj sin p�

�
A� and the
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square of its magnitude is therefore

jjdi� �jj� " q��q
�
�v

� cos� p� cos
� p�!q

�
�v

� cos� p� sin
� p�!v

� sin� p� sin
� p�!q

�
�v

� sin� p� cos
� p�

In general� if we denote by fa� bg the fact that either a or b has to be chosen� then
jjdi� njj� can be expressed as

jjdi� njj� " v�
X

all permutations

nY
i	�

fq�i cos p�i � sin p�i g

Since qi � 
 and sin pi � 
 it follows that
Q
ifq�i cos p�i � sin p�i g� and thus the whole

term converges to zero� Therefore� we have shown the convergence of the approximation

value to the actual optical �ow value for the �simpli�ed tracking model��

p1

•

υ

q1υ cos p1

υ sin p1

(un, vn)

Figure ���� Di�erence between optical �ow vector and maximum normal �ow vector�

�	� Estimating the FOE using tracking

When tracking continues over time� as an object comes closer and the value of Z be�

comes smaller� the optical �ow value increases� In order to track correctly and adjust to

the increasing magnitude of the optical �ow value� the tracking parameters have to be

changed� From the change of the tracking parameters the change in Z can be derived�

If tracking is accomplished by rotation with a certain angular velocity� this means that

the change in depth is derived from the angular acceleration� In the sequel we show the

relation between image motion and tracking movement� The exact process of tracking is

explained for a geometric setting consisting of a camera that is allowed to rotate around

two �xed axes� X� and Y �� These axes coincide with the local coordinate system in the

image plane at the beginning of the tracking process�

We describe rotation by an angle  around an axis which is given by its directional

cosines n�� n�� n�� where n�� ! n�� ! n�� " 
� The transformation of a point P with

coordinates �X�Y�Z� before motion and �X �� Y �� Z �� after motion is described� as shown
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in equation ����� through the linear relation

�
BB�

X �

Y �

Z �

�
CCA " R

�
BB�

X

Y

Z

�
CCA

where the transformation matrix R is of the following form�

�
BB�

n�� ! �
� n��� cos  n�n��
 � cos�� n� sin n�n��
 � cos� ! n� sin

n�n��
� cos� ! n� sin  n�� ! �
� n��� cos  n�n��
 � cos�� n� sin

n�n��
� cos�� n� sin n�n��
 � cos� ! n� sin  n�� ! �
� n��� cos 

�
CCA

�

�
BB�

r�� r�� r��

r�� r�� r��

r�� r�� r��

�
CCA

Since the image coordinates �x� y� are related to the D coordinates through x "

Xf
Z and y " Y f
Z� we get the following equations� which can be derived from equation

������

x� "
�r��x! r��y ! r��f�f

�r��x! r��y ! r��f�

y� "
�r��x! r��y ! r��f�f

�r��x! r��y ! r��f�

In order to compensate for the image motion �u� v� of the point Po� which moves from

��� �� to �u� v� in one time unit� the camera has to be rotated by � n�� and n�� where

u " n�f tan 

v " �n�f tan 

Taking the �ow measurements �u� v� at the center of the image at the beginning of

the tracking process �time t��� and assuming that the object doesn�t change its distance

Z� to the camera� we can conclude that during time interval #t an image �ow �u#t� v#t�

should be measured� The tracking motion necessary for compensation is given by

Uf

Z�
" n� tan�

But at time t� the object has moved to distance Z� and we measure a rotation

Uf

Z�
" n�� tan

�
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Figure ��� shows the relationship between the D motion and the tracking parameters�

Since Z� � Z� " W#t� the change in the reciprocal of the rotation angle is proportional

to W

U
� because




n� tan 
� 


n�� tan �
"

Z� � Z�

U#t
"

W#t

U#t

and the FOE � U
W
� V

W
� can be computed as

U

W
" 

�




n�� tan �
� 


n� tan 
� " 

�




n�� tan�
� f

u#t
�

and
V

W
" 

�




�n�� tan �
� f

v#t
��

y

x

•
( n'2 , φ’)

( n
2
 ,  φ )

P(t 1)

P(t 2)P(t '
2)

UΔt

W Δt

Figure ���� From the optical �ow value� which is due only to translation parallel to

the image plane� a translation of P from P �t�� to P �t�� is inferred� and therefore the

tracking parameters �n�� � are expected� But actually the point has moved to P �t
�

�� and

a rotation described by �n
�

�� 
�� is measured�

It remains to be explained how tracking is actually performed� since we are facing the

problem of a constantly changing local coordinate system� The next section is devoted

to the computation of the tracking parameters�

�	� Computation of tracking parameters

Unlike Section ��
� where a �simpli�ed model� was used� here in order to compute the

tracking parameters the change of the local coordinate system is taken into account and

the necessary parameter transformations between the coordinate systems are shown�

In the �rst module the projection of parallel translation at the beginning of the track�

ing process has been computed as described in Section ��
� From these measurements
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the rotational parameters �� n��� and n��� necessary to track for one time interval were

derived� When continuing with tracking� we have to consider the fact that through the

rotation of the image plane the local coordinate system attached to it changes� At each

tracking step� in the current local coordinate system an optical �ow appears that is due

to the change in the Z�distance� The rotation necessary to compensate for this value has

to be computed and is added to the old rotation� The summation of rotational vectors

is justi�ed� since we are adding a very small vector�

The computation of the rotation vector from normal �ow is done in the following

way� In the new system the normal �ow vectors is computed in di�erent directions and

the maximum value is taken� This vector spans from ��� �� to �un� vn�� In order to

compensate for this vector by rotation around the �xed X� and Y �axes� the point ��� ��

and the point �un� vn� are transformed back to the old system through the equations

xold "
�r��xnew ! r��ynew ! r��f�f

�r��xnew ! r��ynew ! r��f�
and yold "

�r��xnew ! r��ynew ! r��f�f

�r��xnew ! r��ynew ! r��f�
���
�

The same formula can be applied to compute from the coordinates the necessary rotation

to transform one point into the other�

�	� Estimating the time to collision

If the values of the motion parameters don�t change over the tracking time� the value Z

W
�

the time to collision� expresses the time remaining until the object will hit the in�nitely

large image plane� A relationship between FOE and time to collision is inherent in the

scalar product of the optical �ow vector
����
�u� v� with the vector in the gradient direction

�����
�nx� ny�� �

� u

v

�
A
�
� nx

ny

�
A " jjvnjj

For the pixels near the center� for which we ignore the linear and quadratic parts in

x� y and Z�Z�

Z
in the relation between optical �ow and the D parameters� we get the

relationship
Uf

Z
nx !

V f

Z
ny " jjvnjj

Uf

W
nx !

V f

W
ny " jjvnjj Z

W

Since we know the FOE� we can compute the time to collision from this relationship

by measuring the normal �ow value in each of a set of directions and by solving an

overdetermined system of linear equations by minimizing the squared error�
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�	� Experimental results

The method was tested on synthetic imagery by using the graphics package Swivel� In

this way a simulation of object motion as well as camera rotation was made possible� In

order to analyze the robustness of the method� the accuracy of the normal �ow values at

the centers of the images was evaluated� At every point vact� the projection of the known

optical �ow value on the gradient direction computed there was determined� The error

�err� in the normal �ow values was de�ned as the standardized di�erence between vact

and the normal �ow value� vmeas �err " �vact�vmeas�
vact&�� In this way an average error

of ���
�& and a standard deviation of 
�����& for the motion sequence at the beginning

of the tracking process was computed� This constitutes a large error and is comparable

to errors appearing in noisy real imagery�

The object displayed in Figure ��� moves in the direction U
W " � and V
W " ��

with an image motion at its center of u " ����� and v " ����� focal units� and the

tracking process was accomplished over a sequence of 
�� images�

Figure ���� First image in the sequence used for tracking�

As regards the implementational details� the normal �ow measurements were com�

puted in ten directions in a � � � pixel area at the center of the image� When testing
the �rst module� in which parallel translation is estimated� a threshold of ������ focal

units was used� The method converged very quickly� usually after two to three iterations�

Rotation of increasing magnitude was added to the object motion� and it turned out that

the algorithm converged in this situation even for relatively large rotations� �The object

was �� units away from the camera and moved with a translational velocity of U " ��
�

V " ����� W " ����� units per unit time� and the method converged for rotations of up

to ��� per time unit around the x�� y� and z�axes�� Some graphical representations are
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Figure ���� Normal �ow �elds for a tracking sequence�

u =
   0

.29

v =
 -0

.07

u = 0.64
v = 0.0

u = -0.08

v = -0.06

u = 0.9
v = 0.0

u = 1.97
v = 1.43

u = 1.97
v = 1.43

Figure ���� Maximum normal �ow vectors for �a� no rotation and �b� rotation �x "

��
�
#t� �z " ��
�
#t�

given in the following �gures� Figure ��� shows� for the case of no rotation� the three

normal �ow �elds that were computed in the the ��� pixel area� before convergence was
achieved� In Figure ��� two maximum normal �ow vector sequences are displayed ��a�

for no rotation� �b� for rotation �x " ��
�� �z " ��
���

Using the estimates of parallel translation from this module and continuing the track�

ing over 
�� steps resulted in FOE values having less than 
�& error �e�g�� for the case

of no rotation an FOE of U
W " ���
 and V
W " 
���� was computed� These ex�

periments demonstrate that the described technique for computing object motion can

tolerate a large amount of noise in the input �normal �ow�� In particular� they show that

tracking can be successfully accomplished using only normal �ow under noisy conditions

and that tracking acceleration can be employed for robust parameter estimation�
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Chapter �

Egomotion Estimation

For a monocular observer undergoing unrestricted rigid motion in the D world we com�

pute the parameters describing this motion� Using a camera�centered coordinate system�

the equations relating the velocity �u� v� of an image point to the D velocity and the

depth Z of the corresponding scene point are �see also equation �����

u "
��Uf ! xW �

Z
! �

xy

f
� ��

x�

f
! f� ! �y

v "
��V f ! yW �

Z
! ��

y�

f
! f� � �

xy

f
� �x

The number of motion parameters a monocular observer is able to compute under

perspective projection is limited to �ve� the three rotational parameters and the direc�

tion of translation� We therefore introduce coordinates for the direction of translation�

�x�� y�� " �Uf
W� V f
W �� and rewrite the righthand sides of the above equations as

sums of translational and rotational components�

u " utrans ! urot " ��x� ! x�
W

Z
! �

xy

f
� ��

x�

f
! f� ! �y

v " vtrans ! vrot " ��y� ! y�
W

Z
! ��

y�

f
! f�� �

xy

f
� �x

Since we can only compute normal �ow� the projection of �ow on the unit gradient

direction �nx� ny�� only one constraint can be derived at every point� The value un of the

normal �ow vector along the gradient direction is given by

un " unx ! vny

un " ���x� ! x�
W

Z
! �

xy

f
� ��

x�

f
! f� ! �y�nx

!���y� ! y�
W

Z
! ��

y�

f
! f�� �

xy

f
� �x�ny ���
�

�



This above equation should demonstrate the di�culties of motion computation using

normal �ow� A monocular observer not being able to measure depth is confronted with

a motion �eld of �ve unknown motion parameters and one scaled depth component

�W
Z� at every point� Since there is only one constraint for a single point and since no

assumptions about depth should be made� there is no straightforward way to compute

the motion parameters analytically�

�	� Motion �eld interpretation

A motion �eld is composed of a translational and a rotational component� Only the �rst

of these is dependent on distance from the observer� Therefore it seems reasonable to look

for a way of determining the motion components by disregarding the depth components�

The motion under consideration is rigid� Every point in D moves relative to the observer

along a constrained trajectory� The rigidity constraint also imposes restrictions on the

motion �eld in the image plane and these restrictions are re�ected in the normal �eld

as well� This is the motivation for investigating geometrical properties inherent in the

normal �ow �eld� The motion estimation problem then amounts to resolving the normal

�ow �eld into its rotational and translational components�

If the observer undergoes only translational motion� all points in the D scene move

along parallel lines� Translational motion viewed under perspective results in a motion

�eld in the image plane� in which every point moves along a line that passes through a

vanishing point� This point is the intersection of the image plane with the translational

trajectory passing through the nodal point� Its image coordinates are x " Uf
W and

y " V f
W � the �ow there has value zero� If the sensor is approaching the scene� all the

�ow vectors emanate from the vanishing point� which is then called the focus of expansion

�FOE� �Figure ��
�� Otherwise the vectors point toward it� in which case we speak of the

focus of contraction �FOC�� The direction of every vector is determined by the location of

the vanishing point� the lengths of the vectors depend on the D positions of the points

in the scene� The vanishing point also constrains the direction of the normal �ow vector

at every point� it can only be in the half�plane containing the optical �ow vector�

In the case of pure rotational motion� every point in D moves along a circle in a

plane perpendicular to the axis of rotation� The perspective image of this circular path

is the intersection of the image plane with the cone de�ned by the circle and the rotation

axis �see Figure ����� Depending on the relation between the aperture angle of the cone

for a given image point and the angle that the image plane forms with the rotation

axis� di�erent second order curves are obtained for the intersection� ellipses� hyperbolas�
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•
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U, V,W( )

Figure ��
� Translational motion viewed under perspective projection� the observer is

approaching the scene�

X

α,β,γ( )

Y

Z

Figure ���� The intersection of the image plane with the cone �determined by the circular

path in D and the rotation axis� de�nes the projection of rotational motion on the image

plane�

parabolas� and even circles when the rotation axis and the optical axis coincide� The

speci�c conic sections due to rotational motion are de�ned by the axis of rotation� The

rotation axis given by the two parameters ��
�
� and ��

�
� de�nes a family M��

�
� �
�
�x� y� of
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conic sections�

M�
�

�
�
�

�
�x� y� "

�
��

��
x� ! �xy

�

�

�

�
! y�

��

��
! �xf

�

�
! �yf

�

�
! f��
�x� ! y� ! f�� " C

with C in ��� � � � � �
 !
��

��
!
��

��
�� �����

�	� Properties of selected vectors

A motion vector consists of a rotational component which can be parameterized by three

unknowns and a translational vector which is everywhere directed away from �or towards�

a point� However� the estimates we can compute at every point are only projections of the

motion vector on the gradient direction� In this section geometrical relations of normal

�ow vectors in selected directions are investigated� To be more precise� we study the sign

of the normal �ow in certain directions and the locations of normal �ow vectors of the

same sign� Vectors which are perpendicular to rotational vector �eld lines and vectors

perpendicular to lines emanating from a point are considered� For these vectors we �nd

that the FOE and the axis of rotation separate the normal �ow values in the image

according to their sign by a second order curve and a straight line �Ferm	uller� 
��a��

The normal �ow vector ��un is the projection of the optical �ow vector ��u on the
gradient direction and the value of the normal �ow is therefore de�ned by the scalar

product of the optical �ow vector and the unit vector in the gradient direction� The �ow

vector can be decomposed into its translational and rotational components and the right

hand side of equation ���
� can be written as a sum of scalar products�

un "
W

Z
���x� ! x�� ��y� ! y���nx� ny� !

���
xy

f
� ��

x�

f
! f� ! �y�� ���

y�

f
! f� � �

xy

f
� �x��nx� ny� ����

The goal is to achieve some kind of separation between translation and rotation�

Therefore the normal �ow vectors are classi�ed according to their direction by de�ning

two kinds of classes which are motivated by the concepts of rotation axis and FOE�

Any possible axis given by an orientation vector �A�B�C�� where A� ! B� ! C� "


� de�nes an in�nite class of cones with axis �A�B�C� and apex at the origin� The

intersection with the image plane gives rise to a set of conic sections� hereafter called

vector �eld lines� or �eld lines of the axis �A�B�C�� or just �A�B�C� �eld lines� It is
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worth noting that the �A�B�C� �eld lines are the lines along which the image points

would move if the observer rotated around axis �A�B�C�� Normal �ow vectors are

combined into a single class if they are perpendicular to the vector �eld lines of the same

axis �A�B�C�� At a point �x� y� the orientation perpendicular to the �A�B�C� vector

�eld lines is given by a vector
��
M " �Mx�My��

�Mx�My� " ���A�y�! f�� !Bxy ! Cxf��

�Axy�B�x� ! f�� ! Cyf��

and its unit vector ��m " �mx�my� is thus
��m "

��
M

k
��
M k

� We call the vectors of the class cor�

responding to the axis �A�B�C� the coaxis vectors �A�B�C�� These are the normal �ow

vectors where the gradient �nx� ny� is equal to �mx�my�� In order to establish conventions

about the vector�s orientation� a vector will be said to be of positive orientation if it is

pointing in direction �mx�my�� Otherwise� if it is pointing in direction ��mx��my�� its

orientation will be said to be negative� �see Figure ����

P A / C,B / C( )•

Figure ��� Field lines corresponding to an axis �A�B�C� and positive coaxis vectors

�A�B�C��

Next we evaluate the translational components of the normal �ow vectors in the

chosen direction� The value tn of any translational vector component at point �x� y� in

direction �nx� ny� is given by

tn " ��x� x�� y � y��
W

Z
���n

�Obviously� the proposed classi�cation is not based on an equivalence relation� since the intersection

of the sets of normal �ow vectors belonging to di�erent axes is not empty� However� for our purpose this

is not of importance�
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Since W
Z
is positive in case the observer is approaching the scene� a classi�cation into

positive and negative values independent of the distance from the image plane is possible�

The translational components of the coaxis vectors �A� B� C� are separated by a second

order curve h�A�B�C� x�� y��x� y� given by

h�A�B�C� x�� y��x� y� "

x��Cf !By�� ! y��Cf !Ax��� xy�Ay�!Bx��

�xf�Af ! Cx��� yf�Bf ! Cy�� ! f��Ax� !By�� " �� �����

Where h�x� y� � �� the normal �ow values are positive� where h�x� y� � �� they

are negative� and where h�x� y� " �� the normal �ow values have value zero� For any

selected class of coaxis vectors there exists a curve h which is uniquely de�ned by the

two coordinates x�� y� of the FOE �see Figure ���a�� furthermore it is linear in x� and y��

The rotational components of the �ow vectors are de�ned only by the three rotational

parameters �� � and �� Along the positive direction of the coaxis vectors the value rn of

the rotational component is

rn " ���
xy

f
� ��

x�

f
! f� ! �y�� ���

y�

f
! f�� �

xy

f
� �x��nx� ny�

The coaxis vectors �A�B�C� and the rotational �ow vectors form a right angle for

all points on a straight line� Thus considering only the sign of the rotational compo�

nent along the coaxis vectors �A�B�C� the image plane is separated by a straight line

g�A�B�C� �� �� �� into two halves containing values of opposite sign� where

g�A�B�C� �� �� ��x� y� " y��C � �A�� x��C � �B� ! �Af � �Bf " � �����

Again the sign of g�x� y� at a point �x� y� determines the sign of the coaxis vectors

�A�B�C�� The straight line is de�ned by only two parameters which characterize the

axis of rotation� namely �

�
and �

�
�see Figure ���b��

In order to investigate constraints for general motion the geometrical relations due to

rotation and due to translation have to be combined� A second order curve separating

the plane into positive and negative values and a line separating the plane into two half�

planes of opposite sign intersect� This splits the plane into areas of only positive coaxis

vectors� areas of only negative vectors� and areas in which the rotational and translational

�ow have opposite signs� In these last areas� no information is derivable without making

depth assumptions �Figure ���c��

We thus obtain the following geometrical result for the case of general motion� Any

class of coaxis vectors �A�B�C� is separated by a rigid motion into two groups� The
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure ���� �a� The coaxis vectors �A�B�C� due to translation are negative if they lie

within a second�order curve de�ned by the FOE� and are positive at all other locations�

�b� The coaxis vectors due to rotation separate the image plane into a half�plane of

positive values and a half�plane of negative values� �c� A general rigid motion de�nes

an area of positive coaxis vectors and an area of negative coaxis vectors� The rest of the

image plane is not considered�

FOE �x�� y�� and the rotation axis �
�

�
� �
�
� geometrically de�ne two areas in the plane�

one containing positive and one containing negative values� We call this structure on the

coaxis vectors the coaxis pattern� It depends on the four parameters x�� y��
�

�
and �

�
�

For the second kind of classi�cation of the normal �ow vectors� namely the one de�

�ned as �perpendicular to the lines emanating from a de�ned point� �see Figure �����

similar patterns are obtained� In this case� the rotational components are separated by a

second order curve into positive and negative values and the translational components are
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separated by a straight line� We call the vectors perpendicular to straight lines passing

through a point �r� s� the copoint vectors �r� s���

P(r,s)

Figure ���� Positive copoint vectors �r� s��

At point �x� y� a copoint vector �r� s� of unit length in the positive direction is de�ned

as
��y ! s� x� r�q
�x� r�� ! �y � s��

�

The functions which de�ne the curves are given as follows� The straight line k�r� s� x�� y��x� y�

separating the translational components is

k�r� s� x�� y��x� y� " y�x� � r�� x�y� � s�� x�s! y�r " � �����

and the second�order curve l�r� s� �� �� ��x� y� separating the rotational components is

�similar to h�A�B�C� x�� y��x� y�� de�ned as

l�r� s� �� �� ��x� y� "

�x���s! �f� � y���r ! �f� ! xy��s! �r� ! xf��f ! �r�

!yf��f ! �s�� f���r � �s� " �

The superposition of translational and rotational values again de�nes patterns in

the plane which consist of a negative and a positive area� These patterns� called copoint

patterns� are de�ned by the same four parameters which characterize the coaxis patterns�

�The copoint and coaxis vectors are dual to each other�

��



�	� Search for motion patterns

Utilizing the geometrical constraints developed in the last section� motion estimation for

a rigid moving observer will now be addressed through a search technique� The strategy

involves checking constraints that a certain solution would impose on the normal �ow

�eld and in this way discarding impossible solutions� The search is performed in three

steps� where from the �rst to the third step the constraints become more restrictive�

hence the number of possible solutions computed at each step decreases� First a set S� of

possible solutions for the FOE and axis of rotation is estimated by �tting a small number

of patterns to the normal �ow �eld� Two techniques� which use di�erent patterns de�ned

on certain coaxis vectors� are proposed for solving this task� Both �tting processes use

the input in a qualitative way� since only the sign of the normal �ow is employed� In

the second step the third rotational parameter is computed� and the space of solutions is

further narrowed to a set S�� This can be performed by using normal �ow vectors that

do not contain translation �certain copoint vectors� and approximating the remaining

rotational parameter from the given rotational vectors� An alternative approach is to

have the active observer change its rotation and compute the third rotational component

from the change in the perceived motion patterns� In the second approach loyalty to

the exclusively qualitative use of normal �ow is maintained� Finally� in the last step all

impossible solutions are discarded by checking the validity of the motion parameters at

every point�

�	�	� First step� Pattern �tting

The direction of translation and the axis of rotation de�ne patterns on subsets of the

normal �ow vectors� In the general case these patterns are described by four independent

variables and searching for the solution would mean searching in a four�dimensional

parameter space� By concentrating� in an initial search� only on a small number of

normal �ow vectors� we show how to tackle the problem� Clearly� such a restricted use

of data will generally not result in a unique solution� but it allows us to either reduce

the dimensionality of the problem �����algorithm�� or to employ motion vectors from all

parts of the image plane �ARS�algorithm��

���algorithm

One way to look at the optical �ow vector is to imagine it as a sum of �ve vectors�

each being due to only one of the motion parameters �either one of the two translational

or one of the three rotational components�� Consequently the value of the normal �ow
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vector at a point is computed as the sum of the �ve scalar products of these vectors and

the unit vector in the gradient direction� The scalar product of two vectors is zero if

the vectors are perpendicular to each other� Thus� by selecting normal �ow vectors in

particular directions� one or more of the motion components vanish�

The coaxis vectors which are dependent on only two of the three rotational parameters

correspond to one of the three coordinate axes� These normal vectors and their patterns

have special properties�

The coaxis vectors �A�B�C� when the orientation vector �A�B�C� is the Z�axis are

perpendicular to circles whose center is the origin of the image plane� and we call them

��vectors� Similarly� when �A�B�C� is the X� or Y �axis� the �A�B�C� coaxis vectors

are called ��vectors and ��vectors and the corresponding �eld lines are hyperbolas whose

major axes are the image plane�s x� and y�axes� respectively� Figure ��� depicts these sets

of vector �eld lines and the corresponding ��� ��� and ��vectors in positive orientation�

(a) (b) (c)

Figure ���� If the �A�B�C� axis is the Z�� X�� or Y �axis� the corresponding vector �eld

lines are circles with center O �a�� or hyperbolas whose axes coincide with the coordinate

axes of the image plane �b and c�� Normal �ow vectors perpendicular to these �eld lines

are called ��� ��� and ��vectors�

The value of the ��� �� and ��vectors due to rotation only can be described by a

one�parameter function� Thus the dimensionality of the corresponding patterns is also

reduced by one and the search for these patterns can be limited to a three�dimensional

parameter space� This becomes clear by substituting into equation ����� for the triple

�A�B�C� the orientation vectors of the coordinate axes ��
� �� ��� ��� 
� �� and ��� �� 
���

The rotational components of the ��vectors are separated by a line passing through the

center� which has equation y " �

�
x� For the rotational components of the ��vectors the

line is parallel to the x�axis and is de�ned by the equation y " �

�
f � The ��vectors are

separated by a line parallel to the y�axis having equation x " �

�
f �

��



The second�order curves separating the translational components of the ��� �� and

��vectors are obtained from equation ������ For the ��vectors the curve reduces to a

circle� which has the FOE and the image center as two diametrically opposite points�

Equation ����� reduces to

h��� �� 
� x�� y�� �x� y� " �x� x�
�
�� ! �y � y�

�
�� � �x�

�
�� ! �

y�
�
�� " �

The curves separating the �� and ��vectors become hyperbolas of the form

h�
� �� �� x�� y�� �x� y� " y�x� � xyy� � xf� ! f�x� " �

and

h��� 
� �� x�� y�� �x� y� " x�y� � xyx� � yf� ! f�y� " �

Figure ��� shows the ��� �� and ��vectors for a general rigid motion�

�a� �b� �c�

Figure ���� ��� ��� and ��patterns for a general rigid motion�

The algorithm which computes the FOE and the axis of rotation from a given normal

�ow �eld by using only the ��� �� and ��vectors works as follows� With each subset

of normal �ow vectors is associated a three�dimensional parameter space that spans the

possible locations of the FOE and of a line de�ned by the quotient of two of the three

rotational parameters� A search in the three�dimensional subspaces is accomplished by

checking the patterns which the subspaces� parameter triples de�ne on selected values of

the normal �ow �eld� The ��patterns are �tted to the ��vectors� which provides possible

solutions for the coordinates of the FOE� x�� y�� and the quotient
�

�
� Similarly� the �tting

of the �� or ��patterns results in solutions for x�� y� and
�

�
or �

�
� The objective is to �nd

the four parameters de�ning the directions of the translational and rotational axes which

give rise to three successfully �tted patterns� Therefore the three subspaces� patterns are

combined and the parameter quadruples which de�ne possible solution are determined�

�



Since only subsets of the normal �ow values are considered in the �tting process� the

�tting alone does not uniquely de�ne the motion� but only constitutes a necessary con�

dition� Usually there will be a number of parameter quadruples fx�� y�� �
�� �
�g that
are selected as candidate solutions through pattern �tting�

The range of values for the coordinates of the FOE and for �

�
and �

�
is ��	�!	��

If a wide�angle lens or a logarithmic retina �Tistarelli and Sandini� 
���� is employed�

most of the directions representing the FOE lie in a bounded area of the image plane�

Alternatively� in order to cover all possible cases� a coordinate transformation on the

sphere can be performed� in which case the coordinates are expressed by two angles�

ARSalgorithm 
Axis of rotation search algorithm�

For any rigid motion there exists one class of coaxis vectors which does not contain

any rotational components� This set is de�ned by the actual rotation axis A

C
" �

�
and

B

C
" �

�
� Coaxis vectors of this kind are due only to translation and the pattern of these

vectors is solely de�ned by the two�parameter second�order curve h��� �� �� x�� y��x� y��

There is only one curve separating the positive from the negative values and thus the

pattern is de�ned on the whole image plane� Since h��� �� �� x�� y��x� y� is linear in x�

and y�� the problem of �nding the FOE from the normal vectors due only to rotation

reduces to estimating the linear discriminant function separating two classes of values

�labeled positive and negative��

The pattern is due to only two parameters� In order to �nd the axis of rotation

a search in the two�dimensional parameter space of �

�
and �

�
is performed� For every

possible rotation axis the data is checked for linear discrimination� If a second�order

curve can be found that separates the positive from the negative values the quadruple

�x�� y��
�

�
� �
�
� will be added to the set of possible solutions�

Concerning the computational aspect of solving the discrimination problem� di�erent

algorithms from the pattern recognition literature can be applied� For example� the Ho�

Kashyap algorithm decides whether a data set is linearly discriminable and will also �nd

the best discrimination�

�	�	� Second step� Computation of complete rotational motion

Detranslation

Proper selection of normal �ow vectors also enables the elimination of the normal

�ow�s translational components� By choosing as normal �ow vectors the copoint vectors

��



de�ned by the locus of the FOE� this can be achieved� With the location of the FOE the

directions of the translational motion components are de�ned� The optical �ow vectors

lie on lines passing through the FOE� The normal �ow vectors perpendicular to these lines

�the copoint vectors �r� s�� where r " x� and s " y�� do not contain translational� but only

rotational components� This can be seen from equation ���
�� If the selected gradient

direction at a point �x� y� is ��y� � y�� ��x� ! x�� the scalar product of the translational

motion component and a vector in the gradient direction is zero� This technique of

eliminating the translational component� in the future referred to as �detranslation�� is

applied to compute the third rotational component and to further reduce the possible

number of solutions�

FOE

Figure ���� Normal �ow vectors perpendicular to lines passing through the FOE are due

only to rotation�

For each of the possible solutions computed in the second module the normal �ow

vectors perpendicular to the lines passing through the FOE have to be tested to see if

they are due only to rotation �see Figure ����� This results in solving an overdetermined

system of linear equations� Since two of the rotational parameters are already computed�

there is only one unknown� the value �� Every point supplies an equation of the form

� "
un

��
�
�xy
f
nx ! �

y�

f
! f�ny�� �

�
��x

�

f
! f�nx !

xy

f
ny� ! �ynx � xny��

�����

Provided the chosen normal �ow vectors are due only to rotation� the solution to

the overdetermined system gives the � value� In a practical application a threshold has

to be chosen to discriminate between possible and impossible solutions� The value of

the residual is used to con�rm the presumption that the selected normal �ow values are

purely rotational� Usually �detranslation� will not result in only one solution� but will

provide a set S� of possible parameter quintuples�

��



Alternatively to detranslation a di�erent approach to computing the third rotational

component may be taken� It requires the observer to be active in order to acquire�

through a controlled motion� additional information about its rotation�

Pattern change through rotation

From one pattern search alone� we can only derive the ratios of the three rotational

components� However� if the observer is active it has the capability of changing its

rotational velocity� In the image plane such a change will result in the superposition

of an additional �ow �eld on the existing one� A pattern search on the new image

measurements will provide the new rotation axis� From the change of the rotation axes

the complete rotation can then be derived�

The �rst pattern �tting supplies the two parameters k� and l�� where

k� "
��

��
and �����

l� "
��
��
� �����

A change of the rotational velocity by ���� ��� ��� will alter the parameters of the rotation

axis to k� and l��

k� "
��

��
"

�� ! ��

�� ! ��
���
��

l� "
��
��
"

�� ! ��

�� ! ��
���

�

From ����� and ����� we obtain

�� "
k��

� � ��

k� � k�
�

Similarly from ���
�� and ���

� we obtain

�� "
l��

� � ��

l� � l�

In this analysis the change of the local coordinate system between the two measure�

ments is not considered� If the measurements are performed within a small interval of

time� such a simpli�cation is legitimate� Concerning the amount of search to be per�

formed� knowledge about the �rst pattern allows us to restrict the search in the new

normal �ow �eld to a small fraction of the complete parameter space� If the additional

rotation is performed for a small amount of time only� this will result in a very small

��



change in the location of the FOE� Thus only a tiny spatial neighborhood of the original

FOE has to be considered� Furthermore� the parameters of the additional rotation supply

information about the direction in which g�A�B�C� �� �� �� �the straight line separating

the positive from the negative rotational components� will change its slope and inter�

cept� Additional reduction of the search space can be achieved by restricting the change

of velocity to only one of the rotational motion parameters�

�	�	� Third step� Derotation

The modules described so far considered only subsets of the normal �ow vectors� Clearly�

after having found possible solutions for the FOE and the axis of rotation� we can test

every candidate solution for its correctness by employing any class of coaxis vectors�

Since the quadruple �x�� y��
�

�
� �
�
� de�nes a pattern on every class of coaxis vectors� we

only have to test for the existence of this pattern� However� a pattern in the general case

is de�ned only on parts of the image plane� Thus even by testing every possible class of

coaxis vectors not every normal �ow vector will be tested�

In order to eliminate all motion parameters which are in contradiction to the given

normal �ow �eld� every normal �ow vector has to be checked� This check is performed

in the �derotation� technique� With every parameter quintuple computed in the second

step a possible FOE and a rotation are de�ned� The three rotational parameters are used

to derotate the normal �ow vectors by subtracting the rotational component �urot� vrot��

At every point the �ow vector �uder� vder� is computed�

uder " unnx � urotnx

vder " vnny � vrotny ���
��

If the parameter quintuple de�nes the correct solution� the remaining normal �ow

is purely translational� Thus it has to have the property of an emanating motion �eld�

Since the direction of optical �ow for a given FOE is known� the possible directions of

the normal �ow vectors can be determined� The normal �ow vector at every point is

con�ned to lie in a half�plane �see Figure ����� The technique checks all points for this

property and eliminates solutions that cannot give rise to the given normal �ow �eld�

�	�	� The complete capability

In this section we give a summary of the complete technique in the form of a block

diagram� The computation of an observer�s egomotion is performed in three steps� where

��



•

•
•

•

• FOE

Figure ���� Normal �ow vectors due to translation are constrained to lie in half�planes�

for each of the �rst two steps two alternative modules can be chosen� The sets of candidate

solutions which are determined in the �ve modules are called S�� S�� S�� To denote single

solutions or single parameters� subscripts are used� S��i� S��i� x��i� y��i� and so on� The

input to the algorithm is a normal �ow �eld and outputs are all possible solutions for the

direction of translation and the rotation which can give rise to this normal �ow �eld�

It can easily be shown that from normal �ow �elds� in general� D motion cannot be

uniquely computed� From two �ow �elds a common normal �ow �eld can be constructed�

take two di�erent optical �ow �elds that originate from di�erent scenes and di�erent rigid

motions� At every point in the image plane there exist two motion vectors� A normal

�ow vector� which is de�ned as the projection of a �ow vector� is constrained to lie on

a circle� Thus the intersection of the two circles de�nes the normal �ow vector which is

due to both motions �Figure ��
���

The algorithm determines the complete set of solutions� If for a given normal �ow

�eld the algorithm �nds more than one solution� then from the normal �ow �eld alone

the D motion cannot be determined uniquely� In this case one is obliged to use matching

of prominent features to eliminate the incorrect motion parameters�

The computed D motion parameters and the normal �ow values supply two linear

equations in u and v at every point from which the optical �ow �eld can be determined�

u� urot
v � vrot

"
utrans
vtrans

un " unx ! vny ���
�

��



Normal �ow �eld

� �

��� ��� ��pattern matching�
Select ��� �� and ��vectors�
Fit ��patterns to ��vectors� ��patterns to
��vectors and ��patterns to ��vectors�
Find solutions for the direction of
translation and axis of rotation that give
rise to successfully �tted
��� �� and ��patterns�

Search for rotation axis�
For every possible direction �all A

C

and B
C
	 check whether the class of

coaxis vectors �A�B�C	 could be due
only to translation� If yes� then the
positive and negative coaxis vectors are
linearly separable� and �nding the
separating curve provides the coordinates
of the FOE�

S� �set of quadruples fx�� y��
�
�
� �
�
g	

� �

Detranslation�
For every S��i select the copoint
vectors de�ned by x��i� y��i�
Check if the system of linear equations is
consistent with rotation and compute
the third rotational component�

Pattern change�
Perform additional rotation ���� ��� ��	�
Find new axis of rotation�
Derive the complete rotation from the
change between the two rotation axes�

S� �set of quintuples f x�� y�� �� �� � g	

�

Derotation�
S� 
 fg
repeat until S� is empty

For every S��i derotate by fAi� Bi Cig�
If all derotated normal �ow vectors lie within the allowed halfplane
de�ned by f x��i� y��i g keep the quintuple as a solution�
S� 
 S� � S��i
S� 
 S� � S��i

�

S� �set of quintuple�s	 f x�� y�� �� �� � g	

��
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Figure ��
�� The intersection of two circles de�nes the possible location of the normal

�ow vector which corresponds to two di�erent optical �ow vectors�

The unique solution is then derived by checking prominent feature points of the �rst

frame for their existence in the second frame at the locations computed by the optical

�ow values�

�	� Restricted motion capabilities

In the previous sections we showed how to compute an observer�s D motion in the

most general case� i�e� if the motion conists of three translational and three rotational

components� In many practical applications� however� the observer has only restricted

motion capabilities� For our motion decoding strategy a limited degree of freedom in

the D motion will result in a reduction of the parameter space in which the search is

performed� Here we will discuss algorithms for two of the most common limitations� the

case of an observer moving with only translational parameters and the case of an observer

which cannot rotate around the Z�axis�

For the case of purely translational motion� techniques that employ only normal �ow

measurements have previously been proposed by Horn and Weldon �
���� and Negah�

daripour �
����� These authors make use of the fact that the scaled depth W

Z
is positive

for all points in the image plane if the observer is approaching the scene� Therefore�

every normal �ow measurement constrains the location of the FOE� it has to be in the

half�plane �or hemisphere in case of spherical projection� which is on the opposite side

of the graylevel edge from the normal �ow vector� Algebraically speaking� every normal

�ow measurement supplies an inequality� thus methods like linear programming or per�

ceptron learning were suggested as algorithmic strategies� Here� however� we discuss an

algorithm which is based on constraints di�erent from those used by the above authors�

��



If the observer is moving only translationally� there will be no constraints due to

rotation on the patterns� For both the coaxis and the copoint vectors� this means that

only one curve separates the positive from the negative values� The coaxis vectors are

separated by the second�order curve g�A�B�C� �� �� �� and the copoint vectors by the

straight line l�r� s� �� �� ��� Both curves are linear in the two unknowns x� and y�� Thus

�nding the FOE is a problem of determining the linear discriminant function which

separates the positive from the negative values� Linear discrimination can be solved

using iterative methods� such as the perceptron algorithm �Rosenblatt� 
���� Duda and

Hart� 
����� for which convergence to a correct solution is guaranteed�

For a purely translational �ow �eld any class of coaxis vectors �A�B�C� and copoint

vectors �r� s� is linearly separable� The larger the number of normal �ow vectors in

the class� the more accurately the discrimination function and thus the FOE can be

determined� If� in a normal �ow �eld� there does not exist any direction with a large

enough number of vectors� we can compute the discriminant functions for several classes

of coaxis vectors and take the average of the computed parameters as the �nal FOE�

The most common motion restriction we are dealing with in practical applications is

the case of an observer with only two rotational degrees of freedom� One can consider

the mammalian eye as an example��

In such a case motion estimation through pattern �tting becomes much easier� The

fact that the axis of rotation is de�ned by only one parameter ��
�
� a�ects our motion

estimation technique in the two modules of the �rst step�

If the ����algorithm is employed� there does not exist a line g due to rotation for

the �� and ��pattern because � is zero� Depending on the sign of � or � all normal �ow

vectors have either positive or negative rotational components� The pattern which has

to be located for these cases is an area covered by a hyperbola� This means that the

search problem is three�dimensional for the ��patterns� but only two�dimensional for the

�� and ��patterns�

On the other hand� if pattern �tting is performed through a search for the rotation

axis� only the one�dimensional space spanning the possible values for �

�
needs to be

considered� After having found candidate solutions for the axis of rotation and the FOE�

the algorithm proceeds as described in the general case�

�Actually the human eye can be rotated around the Z�axis by a small amount �a motion referred to

as cyclotorsion 	Pahlavan and Eklundh� 
�����
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�	� Experiments

In a series of experiments four modules of the general egomotion recovery strategy� ��� ���

��pattern matching� search for rotation axis� detranslation and derotation were tested� In

the implementation of these modules the following approach was taken� The elimination

of impossible parameters from the space of solutions involves discrimination on the basis

of quantitative values� This was implemented in the following way� Normal �ow values

in certain directions are selected� if they are within a tolerance interval� In the pattern

�tting and derotation modules counting is applied to discriminate between possible and

impossible solutions� The quality of the �t� the �success rate�� is measured by the

number of values with correct signs normalized by the total number of selected values�

The amount of rotation in the derotation module is computed through simple linear

least squares minimization and the discrimination between accepted and rejected motion

parameters is based on the value of the residual�

In the pattern �tting and derotation modules no quantitative use of values is made�

since only the sign of the normal �ow is considered� This limited use of data makes the

module very robust� and the correct solutions for the axes of translation and rotation are

usually found even in the presence of high amounts of noise� To give some quantitative

justi�cation of this we de�ne the error in the normal �ow at a point as a percentage of the

correct vector�s length� Since the sign of the vector is not a�ected as long as the error

does not exceed the correct vector in value� the �pattern �tting� will �nd the correct

solution in all cases of up to 
��& error�

Several experiments have been performed on synthetic data� For di�erent D motion

parameters normal �ow �elds were generated� the depth value �in an interval� and the

gradient direction were chosen randomly� In all experiments on noiseless data the correct

solution was found as the best one� Figure ��

 shows the optical �ow �eld and the normal

�ow �eld for one of the generated data sets� The image size was 
�� � 
��� the focal
length was 
��� the FOE was at �'�� !�� and the ratio of the rotational components

was � � � � � " 
� � 

 � 
���

In Figure ��
� the �tting of the circle and the hyperbolas to the �� �� and ��vectors

and the coaxis pattern ��� �� �� is displayed� The tolerance interval for the direction of

normal �ow vectors was taken to be 
��� Points with positive normal �ow values are

rendered in a light color and points with negative values are dark� Perturbation of the

normal �ow vectors� lengths by up to ��& did not prevent the method from �nding the

correct solution�

��



Normal �ow �eld Optical �ow �eld

Figure ��

� Flow �elds of synthetic data�

As a �rst example of a real scene� the NASA�Ames sequence
 was chosen� The

camera undergoes only translational motion� thus di�erent amounts of rotation were

added� For all points at which translational motion can be found the rotational normal

�ow is computed� and the new position of each pixel is evaluated� The �rotated� image

is then generated by computing the new graylevels through bilinear interpolation� The

images were convolved with a Gaussian of kernel size ��� and standard deviation � " 
���
The normal �ow was computed by using  �  Sobel operators to estimate the spatial
derivatives in the x� and y�directions and by subtracting the �  box��ltered values of
consecutive images to estimate the temporal derivatives�

When adding rotational normal �ow on the order of a third to three times the amount

of translational �ow� the exact solution was always found among the best �tted parameter

sets� The solution could not clearly be derived as a unique point in the �ve�dimensional

parameter space� rather we obtained a number of solutions that form a �fuzzy blob� in

the solution space �see Figure ��
��� All solutions with success rate higher than ��& were

very close to the correct one with the FOE deviating by at most �& of the focal length

from the correct positions �x�� y��� In Figure ��
 the computed normal �ow vectors and

the �tting of the ��� �� and ��vectors for one of the �rotated� images is shown� Areas of

negative normal �ow vectors are marked by horizontal lines and areas of positive values

by vertical lines� The ground truth for the FOE is ��� ����� the focal length is ���
�This is a calibrated motion sequence made public at the Workshop on Visual Motion� 
��
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b e

c f

g

Figure ��
�� �a�� �b�� �c�� Positive and negative ��� ��� and ��vectors� �d�� �e�� �f� Fitting

of ��� ��� and ��patterns� �g�� Separation of coaxis pattern ��� �� ���

pixels� and the rotation between the two image frames is � " ������� � " ������� and

� " ������ The algorithm found the correct solution� Figure ��
� shows� overlaid on

��



the original image in black� the curves and lines separating positive and negative ��� ���

and ��vectors� �Due to the large focal length the parts of the �� and ��hyperbolas which

appear in the image plane are close to straight lines�� The curve separating the coaxis

vectors ��� �� �� is rendered in white� This is to visualize the fact that the intersection

of the second order curves gives the FOE� and the intersection of the straight lines and

the curve separating the coaxis vectors ��� �� �� �white curve� gives the point where the

axis of rotation pierces the image plane�

Normal �ow �eld ��pattern

��pattern ��pattern

Figure ��
� NASA scene� Normal �ow �eld and �tting of ��� ��� and ��vectors�

��



Figure ��
�� NASA scene with overlaid curves and lines separating positive and negative

��� ��� and ��vectors and coaxis vectors ��� �� ��� At the intersection of the second order

curves is the FOE �at the center of the coke can�� The intersection of the straight lines

denotes the point where the rotation axis pierces the image plane �over the pullover��

Figure ��
�� NASA scene� The FOE�s of all solutions with a success rate of ��& and

higher are marked by black squares� The actual solution is at the center of the blob�

��



A second series of experiments was performed on a series of images collected with

the Royal Institute of Technology binocular head� eye system �Pahlavan and Eklundh�


����� This is an active vision system consisting of two cameras� each of which has two

rotational degrees of freedom �pan and tilt�� Furthermore� each eye module has the

capability of carrying a motorized zoom lens� The distance between the two eyes can be

varied by changing the baseline� The head rests on a neck that can rotate around the X�

and Y �axes �pan and tilt�� The images were acquired by using only one camera� which

was positioned in a �xed orientation relative to the baseline� The camera translated

along the baseline� while at the same time rotating around the X� and Y �axes� The

parameters of the camera were as follows� focal length in X�direction� 

� pixels� focal

length in Y �direction� 

� pixels� image size� ��� � ���� center of the image� ��� ���
�measuring from the bottom left corner��

Figure ��
�� Image taken by KTH head�

The algorithm was run on three di�erent sequences� In all cases it computed the

axis of rotation and translation correctly� but due to the high value of the focal length

a number of other solutions �in the range 
 ���� times the focal length away from the
true solution� had acceptable con�dence� Furthermore� since the rotational components

were very small with regard to the translational ones �the absolute values were �ve to ten

times smaller� the amount of rotation was not computed correctly in all cases� Figure ��
�

shows the scene� For one of the settings the results are displayed� the ground truth is

FOE " �'
��� ! 
��� �measured from the image center�� � " �����
���� rad� � "

�������
�� rad� � " ��� rad� Notice� because � " �� the lines separating the rotational

components of the �� and ��vectors lie in in�nity and thus do not appear in the image

plane� Since the focal length is di�erent in the X� and Y �directions the circle in the ��

��



pattern is distorted to an ellipse� For this case the algorithm computed the correct FOE

and the correct ratio �

�
� however� the estimated value for the rotation was equal to ��

percent of the actual one� In Figure ��
� the positive and negative ��� ��� and ��vectors

and the corresponding patterns are displayed� For these experiments a tolerance interval

of �� has been allowed in the choice of normal �ow vectors for the ��� ��� and ��vectors�

For clarity of the pictorial description� all the points corresponding to the chosen vectors

were enlarged by a factor of four� Figure ��
� shows the positive and negative coaxis

vectors ��� �� ��� Since the rotation is very small in relation to the translation� a smaller

tolerance interval� namely only �� was chosen� Figure ��
� shows the computed normal

�ow �eld� and Figure ���� shows the conic sections separating the translation components

of the ��� ��� �� and coaxis vectors ���� ����� overlaid on the image� At the intersection

of these curves lies the FOE�

��



a d

b e

c f

Figure ��
�� KTH scene� �a�� �b�� �c�� Positive and negative ��� ��� and ��vectors� �d��

�e�� �f� Fitting of ��� ��� and ��patterns�

��



Figure ��
�� KTH scene� Positive and negative coaxis vectors ��� �� �� and �tting of conic

section�

Figure ��
�� Normal �ow �eld � Scene taken by KTH head�

Figure ����� KTH scene� Curves separating the translational components of the ��� ���

��vectors and coaxis vectors ��� �� ��� At their intersection lies the FOE�

��



Chapter �

Active Pattern Techniques

In this chapter two examples of the applicability of the global geometrical constraints to

navigational tasks for an active observer are presented� First� it is shown how the ego�

motion estimation problem becomes easier if additional information is obtained through

tracking� Then a strategy for bringing the FOE to the center of the image plane is dis�

cussed� This is achieved by having the observer associate a pattern in the image plane

with the motion it wants to obtain� The observer iteratively changes its motion parame�

ters� where the change is derived from measurements of the current pattern� In this way

the observer attains its goal without going through the intermediate computation of the

parameters describing its motion�

�	� The tracking constraint

Assume that an active observer in rigid motion is tracking� as before �Section ����� an en�

vironmental point whose image �x� y� lies at the center of the visual �eld ��x� y� " ��� ����

Assume also that during a small time interval �t�� t�� the motion of the observer remains

constant and that during this time the camera� in order to correctly track� rotates around

its x� and y�axes with rotational velocities �x�t�� �y�t� respectively� with t � �t�� t��� The
tracking rotation adds to the existing �ow �eld �u� v� a rotational �ow �eld �utr� vtr��

where

u "
�Uf ! xW

Z
!
�xy

f
� �

�
x�

f
! f

�
! �y

v "
�V f ! yW

Z
! �

�
y�

f
! f

�
� �

xy

f
� �x

utr " �x
xy

f
� �y

�
x�

f
! f

�

�




vtr " �x

�
y�

f
! f

�
� �y

xy

f
�

Here �x� �y are the tracking velocities at the time of the observation� and Z is the depth

of the tracked point�

As before� if tracking rotation is represented by an angle  around a rotation axis

�n�� n�� �� with direction cosines n�� n�� then the introduced �ow �utr� vtr� is given by

utr " n�f tan 

vtr " �n�f tan 

Since the camera is continuously tracking the point at the origin� at any time t � �t�� t��
the introduced tracking motion compensates for the existing �ow there� i�e�

n�tf tan t "
Uf

Zt
! �f

n�tf tan t " �V f

Zt
! �f

with the subscript t denoting the time of observation� Writing the above two constraints

at times t� and t� we have

n�t�f tan t� "
Uf

Zt�

! �f ���
�

n�t�f tant� " �
V f

Zt�

! �f �����

n�t�f tan t� "
Uf

Zt�

! �f ����

n�t�f tant� " �
V f

Zt�

! �f �����

Subtracting ���� from ���
� and ����� from ������ we obtain�

f�n�t� tan t� � n�t� tan t�� " Uf
h

�
Zt�

� �
Zt�

i
f�n�t� tan t� � n�t� tan t�� " �V f

h
�
Zt�

� �
Zt�

i

or by dividing�
V

U
"

n�t� tan t� � n�t� tan t�
n�t� tan t� � n�t� tan t�

In the sequel we denote the known quantity
n�t�

tan�t��n�t�
tan�t�

n�t�
tan�t��n�t�

tan�t�
� which is de�ned by

the ratio of the tracking accelerations in the vertical and horizontal directions� by T �

If �x�� y�� "
�
Uf

W
� V f
W

�
is the FOE� the above equation becomes y�

x�
" V

U
" T � which is

��



a linear constraint on the FOE� It restricts the location of the FOE to a straight line

passing through the origin of the image coordinate system with slope T �

Furthermore� we obtain a constraint on the rotational motion� Tracking adds a rota�

tional �ow �eld to the existing one� Let us call the composited rotational parameters A

and B� where A " �! �x and B " � ! �y� From equations ���
� and ����� at the origin

we have
n�t�f tan t� � �f

n�t�f tan t� � �f
" �V

U

Since at the center n�t�f tan t� is equal to ��xf and n�t�f tan t� is equal to ��yf �
we obtain

�x ! �

�y ! �
"

A

B
" �V

U
" �y�

x�
" �T

or B

A
" �T�� and yo

x�
" T �

In other words� tracking provides not only the line y�
x�
" T on which the FOE lies�

but also de�nes the ratio of the two rotational parameters �B
A
� �see Figure ��
��

y =
 T

x

• FOE

y

x

Figure ��
� Fixation constrains the FOE to lie on the line y " Tx and provides the value

for the ratio ���y
���x

" �T���

When analyzing the motion �eld composed of the original motion and the tracking

motion� these two constraints can be directly employed to reduce the dimensionality of

the search for the ��pattern� From the original three unknowns two are supplied by the

tracking constraint� The line due to rotation �y " B

A
� and the line through the center on

which the FOE lies are known� Thus only the diameter of the circle which de�nes the

FOE has to be found� Locating the pattern becomes a one�dimensional search problem�

�



After having found candidate solutions for the FOE and A
B
� the two remaining rota�

tional parameters can be found from the copoint vectors de�ned by the possible FOE�s�

As in detranslation� for every �x�i� y�i� the copoint vectors �x�i� y�i� have to be tested

to see if they are due only to rotation� This results in solving an overdetermined sys�

tem of linear equations� now in two unknowns� By considering all normal �ow vectors

	uni " uni�nxi� nyi�� i " 
� � � � � k� perpendicular to the lines passing through �x�i� y�i�� we

obtain

uni "

�
A
xy

f
�B

�
x�

f
! f

�
! Cy

�
nxi !

�
A

�
y�

f
! f

�
�B

xy

f
� Cx

�
nyi

and since A

B
" �T � we have

uni "

�
�B

�
Txy

f
!
x�

f
! f

�
! Cy

�
nxi�

�
BT

�
y�

f
! f !

xy

f

�
! Cx

�
nyi i " 
� � � � � k�

So� if the above k linear equations in the two unknowns B�C are consistent� we have

found a possible FOE ��x�i� y�i�� and we have computed its corresponding rotation� As

a last step� in order to eliminate impossible solutions� derotation� as described in the

general case� is performed�

�	� Bringing the FOE to the center 
Servoing the heading direction�

The observer wants to translate in the direction toward which it looks� Stated in terms

of motion parameters� this means that translation is along the Z�axis� and the FOE is

thus to be found at the center of the image coordinate system� One possibility for solving

this problem is by computing the motion parameters and changing them in such a way

that U

W
and V

W
become zero� Another way to accomplish this task is to iteratively change

the motion parameters through rotation� where the change in rotation is obtained by

checking necessary requirements on the pattern of the current image� We will explain

here the idea behind this approach�

The task can be solved by employing only the �� and ��patterns� As can be seen

from Section ���
� the hyperbola separating the positive from the negative translational

components of the ��vectors is given by

h�
� �� �� x�� y��x� y� " y�x� � xyy�� xf� ! f�x� " ��

This curve passes through the point �x�� y�� and the point �x�� ��� The part of the

curve for which the absolute value of the x�coordinate is smaller than jx�j has a y�

��



coordinate between zero and y� � � � y � y��� elsewhere the absolute value of x is larger

than jx�j� Figure ��� depicts two di�erent ��hyperbolas and the corresponding FOEs�

•

•

(x0, y0)

(x0,0)
o

(x0, y0)

(x0,0)
o

•

•

Figure ���� Possible ��hyperbolas�

If the observer is approaching the scene� i�e if there exists an FOE� then the area on

the left side of a large enough image plane will contain positive values and the area on

the right side will contain negative values� If the FOE coincides with the center of the

coordinate system� the hyperbola degenerates to the y�axis�

Symmetrically� the ��vectors are separated by the hyperbola h��� 
� �� x�� y��x� y� "

x�y� � xyx� � yf� ! f�y� " �� which passes through the two points �x�� y�� and ��� y���

The absolute value of the y�coordinate is smaller than jy�j for all points with x between
� and x� and larger otherwise� The hyperbola coincides with the x�axis if the FOE is the

image center�

The lines separating the rotational components in the �� and ��patterns are de�ned

by the equations y " �f

�
and x " �f

�
� If � is small in relation to � and � or even zero�

the line will be found outside the image plane and the rotational contributions to the ��

and ��vectors will be either all positive or all negative�

For the ��pattern this means that if we add a large enough positive rotation around

the Y �axis� all ��vectors will have positive rotational values� On the other hand� since

during the rotation the local coordinate system changes� the x�coordinate of the FOE

will become larger �move to the right in the image plane�� The translational component

of the pattern� which corresponds to the motion along the Z�axis� consists of a positive

left half�plane and a negative right half�plane �see Figure ��a�b��

The translational components of the ��vectors� when the FOE is at the center� are

positive in the lower half�plane and negative in the upper half�plane� A rotation with a

��



large enough negative ��component causes all rotational components of the ��vectors to

be positive and a positive � causes a negative rotational contribution �see Figure ��c�d��

In order to bring the FOE to the center� the observer pursues the following strategy� It

(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure ��� Rotational �a� c� and translational �b� d� patterns to be obtained if positive

rotation around the Y �axis and negative rotation around the X�axis are added�

starts by changing its motion by a high positive rotation around the Y �axis and a negative

rotation around the X�axis� In this way it adds a purely positive rotational �eld and at

the same time changes the location of the FOE� This change occurs not because the actual

direction of translation changes� but due to the fact that the FOE takes on a new value in

a new local coordinate system� The observer continues rotating and continuously makes

measurements� When the right half�plane of the ��pattern and the lower half�plane of the

��pattern become completely positive� it reverses its rotational components� It changes

to a negative rotation around the Y �axis and a positive rotation around the X�axis� and

thus makes the rotational contributions to all the investigated coaxis vectors negative�

The rotation is performed until the left half�plane of the ��vectors and the upper half�

plane of the ��vectors become negative� The �nal goal is to have the right and the lower

half�plane positive at one step� and the left and the upper half�plane negative at the next

step� where the camera should be looking at both measurements in the same direction�

This means that compensation for the additional rotation has to be considered� If this is

achieved� we have brought the FOE to the center of the coordinate system� Clearly the

changes cannot be performed abruptly� a smart control strategy has to be developed to

cope with the inertia of the system�

��



Chapter �

Conclusions

The realization that vision is not a cognitive modality which exists in isolation� but is

part of a larger system in interaction with its environment� opens new avenues for the

study of problems involving visual processing�

To begin with� from a mathematical point of view� as has been shown throughout

this thesis� activities of the observer introduce additional constraints which reduce the

dimensionality of the problem space�

More important� the problems that are relevant to an observer�actor are di�erent

in nature �Aloimonos� 
���� from the problems de�ned in passive� reconstructive vision

�Marr� 
����� This viewpoint was elaborated for the problem of motion perception�

which in the past was studied within the framework of the general structure�from�motion

module� Consequently� egomotion perception and D�object motion perception were

considered to be the same problem� whereas in this thesis these two problems are studied

as perceptually di�erent�

These ideas translate into a philosophy for building vision systems� the synthetic ap�

proach� This means that we should �rst develop basic capabilities and then equip the

system with more and more memory and study capabilities of increasing complexity�

where the complexity of a capability is determined by the complexity of the computa�

tional model in use� Two basic capabilities �egomotion estimation and the estimation of

translational object motion� have been developed in a robust way� These two capabilities

can form a basis of a system from which other capabilities can be developed� These capa�

bilities include independent motion detection by a moving observer� landing or docking�

target pursuit� and various manipulation tasks�

To summarize the technical results of the thesis� the problem of motion recovery has

��



usually been treated by using as input local image motion� with the published algo�

rithms utilizing the geometric constraint relating �D local image motion �optical �ow�

correspondence� derivatives of the image �ow� to D motion and structure� Since it has

proved very di�cult to achieve accurate input �local image motion�� a lot of e�ort has

been devoted to the development of robust techniques� In this thesis a new approach to

the problem of egomotion estimation is taken� which is based on constraints of a global

nature� It has been shown that normal �ow measurements form global patterns in the

image plane� The positions of these patterns are related to the three dimensional mo�

tion parameters� By locating some of these patterns� which depend on only subsets of

the motion parameters� using a simple search technique� the D motion parameters are

found� The proposed algorithmic procedure is very robust� since it is not a�ected by

small perturbations in the local image measurements �normal �ow�� As a matter of fact�

since only the signs of the image measurements are employed� the direction of translation

and the axis of rotation can be estimated in the presence of up to 
�� percent error in the

image measurements� If the observer is active and supplies additional information� the

general constraints can be exploited to reduce the dimensionality of the parameter space

in which the search is performed� Thus various navigational problems can be solved with

only a small computational e�ort� If� for example� the observer possesses tracking and

�xation capabilities� the egomotion estimation problem is reduced in dimensionality from

� to 
�

In contrast to egomotion estimation where a camera�centered coordinate system is

used� for object motion estimation an object�centered coordinate system is more appro�

priate� The main di�erence between the two techniques described in the thesis lies in

the fact that egomotion estimation is based on global data while object motion is com�

puted from local data� It has been argued by psychologists that biological organisms use

tracking in the motion estimation process� In this thesis the advantages of tracking have

been exploited to solve� for a monocular observer� the problems of computing a moving

object�s translational direction and time to collision� A complete solution to this prob�

lem was presented by showing how tracking can be performed when only normal �ow

measurements are used and how these parameters are of use in the D motion parameter

decoding strategy�

The theoretical analysis and the experiments described demonstrate that the algo�

rithms introduced here have the potential of being implemented in real hardware active

vision systems� such as the ones described in �Ballard and Brown� 
���� Pahlavan and

Eklundh� 
�����
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